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1. INTRODUCTION

In English, vowel-initial suffixation differs from consonant-initial suffixation in that 
it exhibits phonological effects. These include both phonologically conditioned gaps 
and systematic variations of the phonological structure of stem or suffix (i.e. allo- 
morphy). Arguably both types of effects are closely related in that they allow 
satisfaction of phonological constraints in morphological output forms. Reference to 
the output rather than the input of affixation is necessary because the relevant 
constraints would be violated only as a result of combining the specific phonological 
forms of stems and affixes. I will argue that reference to output forms alone is 
sufficient for a description of English morphophonology if a) output forms are 
represented phonemically rather than phonetically and b) there are constraints which 
require certain features of derived words to be identical to the corresponding features in 
their base (cf. Benua 1995; Burzio 1994; McCarthy and Prince 1995; Raffelsiefen 
1992, 1996).

While no two vowel-initial suffixes in English exhibit exactly the same phono-
logical effects we find that all such effects can be described in terms of a few 
independently motivated constraints. The differences between suffixes result from 
different constraint rankings. The acquisition of English morphophonology can thus 
be described as the association of a specific constraint ranking with each suffix.

The fact that consonant-initial suffixes exhibit no phonological effects correlates 
with the Observation that they are not integrated into the pword (i.e. phonological 
word) of the stem where the pword is defined as the domain for syllabification. For 
English, it holds then that suffixes exhibit phonological effects only when they are 
integrated into the pword of the stem. The observation that the pword constitutes the 
domain for phonological constraints in word formation does not hold cross- 
linguistically but rather must be considered a language-specific property of English.

In contrast to most generative work on English morphology the description 
presented here is limited to native word-formation because native formations obey a 
ränge of restrictions which loan words do not. This does not imply that English 
Speakers lack intuitions regarding the relatedness between loan words. However, there 
is evidence that such intuitions are best described within a model of analysis for 
which the constraints differ from those on the synthesis of new words.

The paper is structured as follows. In section 2 I motivate the limitation of the 
data to native word formation. Evidence for a fundamental distinction between 
vowel-initial and consonant-initial suffixation in English is presented in section 3. 
Section 4 contains a discussion of various phonological effects in English suffixation 
and their analysis in terms of ranked constraints. Data which may appear to 
contradictthe claim that consonant-initial suffixes show no phonological effects are 
examined in section 5. The prosodic structure of English suffixed words is described
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in section 6. In section 7 I discuss the issue of abstractness arguing that only the 
phonemic level is relevant for the description of phonological effects in word 
formation. The analysis presented here is contrasted with previous work in section 8. 
In section 9 I present some evidence for my claim that morphological analysis is 
subject to specific phonological restrictions which differ from the conditions on 
synthesis (i.e. native word formation). In section 10 I discuss the issue of input 
versus output constraints in morphology and summarize the main conclusions of this 
paper.

The description of English word formation presented below is based on native 
suffixation and native Speaker intuitions regarding the acceptability of nonce for- 
mations. Loanwords are generally omitted from consideration which is not to deny 
that they can be analysed and related to other words by hearers. The omission of 
loanwords is motivated by the observation that the conditions for the analysis of 
given words differ from the conditions for the synthesis of new words (cf. section 9). 
When considering native coinages one should keep in mind that the phonological 
conditions under which a word was formed may have been obscured by subsequent 
historical sound changes. Consider the plural forms in (la), which were derived in 
English but have subsequently been affected by historical changes like umlaut, front 
vowel derounding, fricative devoicing, schwa loss, etc.

(l)a. mouse]sG- mice]pL b. spouseJsc - *spice]pL

While the historical stability of the plural-singular relations in (la) shows that they 
are consistently recognized by English learners the nonce plural formations in (1 b) 
show that analogous coinages are unacceptable. This sort of observation motivates a 
separate description of the conditions for morphological analysis (i.e. recognition of 
relatedness between given words) and morphological synthesis (i.e. the formation of 
new words). Evidence that the recognition of relatedness between the words in (la) is 
subject to independent phonological constraints is presented in section 9.

Strong support for the claim that the conditions for morphological synthesis and 
analysis should be described separately comes from words which have undergone 
historical reanalysis. Consider the noun forgiveness, which seems to contradict the 
claim that the suffix -ness attaches only to adjectives. Significantly, forgiveness was 
original ly derived from the adjective forgiven and subsequently underwent degemi- 
nation and schwa deletion (i.e. forgivenness > forgiveness). Due to these phono-

2. SELECTION OF THE DATA

man]SG - men]PL 
thieflso - thievesjpL 
hou[s]e]SG - hou[z]es]PL

plan]SG - *plen]pL 
chiefJsG - *chieves]pL 
ca[s]e]SG - ca[z]es]PL



logical changes learners began to relate the noun to the verb forgive as is manifested 
by its current deverbal interpretation (i.e. 'the act of forgiving') as opposed to its 
original deadjectival interpretation (i.e. 'the condition of being forgiven'). However, 
while forgiveness is analysable as a deverbal noun, there is no evidence that it could 
be coined as such. In fact, no -ness suffixation based on verbs is attested and nonce 
nouns such as *forgetness, *forbidness are clearly unacceptable. This example shows 
that words which have undergone historical reanalysis may obscure the conditions for 
forming new words and should therefore be omitted from consideration.

Consider next the nouns burial and trial, which are often cited as counter- 
examples to the claim that the noun-forming suffix -al combines only with iambic 
verbs (cf. survival, withdräwal, rehearsal). Neither of these nouns was coined in 
English by suffixing -al to a verb: burial is a reanalysis of the Old English plural 
form byrgels (i.e. OE byrgels > ME biriel > NE burial) and trial is a reanalysed loan 
word (i.e. Norman French triel). Although there is evidence that English learners 
synchronically analyse these nouns as -al suffixation based on the verbs bury and try, 
respectively, trochaic or monosyllabic verbs have never served as a base for native -al 
suffixation. There is no reason to expect that the prosodic restriction on productive 
-al suffixation to iambic bases would block the adoption of loanwords ending in [al] 
which happen to lack iambic cognates in English. The conditions for both the adop-
tion and the analysis of loanwords differ from the conditions on native word 
formation and should therefore be described separately. 3 *

3. VOWEL-INITIAL VERSUS CONSONANT-INITIAL SUFFIXES IN ENGLISH

In descriptions of English morphophonology two types of affixes have been traditio- 
nally distinguished: those which ’fuse' phonologically with their stem versus those 
which are 'neutral' w.r.t. their stem (cf. Newman 1946). For the former type, illus- 
trated in (2a), the stress ’shifts' in accordance with English stress patterns for nouns 
or adjectives (i.e. antepenultimate stress if the penultimate syllable is open, penulti- 
mate stress if that syllable is closed). 'Neutrality' is illustrated by the examples in 
(2b).

(2)a. medicine+al 
synonym+ous 
märginal+ity 
möllusc+ous 
frägment+al 
cölumn+al

—> medfcinal 
—» synönymous 
—» marginälity 
—» mollüscous 
—> fragmental 
—> colümnar

b. äccurate+ness 
develop+ment 
pilot+less 
frölic+some 
sävage+dom 
effort+ful

—> äccurateness 
—»development 
—» pilotless 
—» frölicsome 
—»sävagedom 
—> effortful

In generative descriptions the two types of affixes are generally distinguished in 
terms of boundaries or levels to ensure that stress rules apply after suffixation in (2a) 
but before suffixation in (2b) (cf. Chomsky and Halle 1968; Siegel 1974). On those 
approaches the morphophonological behavior of affixes depends on dass member-



ship, which is encoded by a diacritic feature. However, as noted by Booij (1985) that 
behavior appears to be partly determined by the affixal shape: consonant-initial Suf-
fixes are generally neutral, whereas most vowel-initial suffixes fuse with the stem. 
The distinct phonological effects of the suffixes in (2) could thus be described by 
assuming that the pword is the domain of the English stress rule and by stipulating 
that vowel-initial suffixes, but not consonant-initial suffixes, are integrated into the 
pword of their stem as shown in (3).

(3)a. (medfcinaOd) 
(synönymouslö) 
(rurälity)(o 
(mollüscousloj 
(fragmental (dj 
(colümnar)m

b. (äccurate)(0ness 
(develop)(0ment 
(pfioOdoless 
(fröliclfosome 
(sävageloyiom 
(effort)ÜJful

Assuming that pwords constitute the domain for syllabification one should expect 
that stern-final consonants appear in onset position in vowel-initial suffixation2 and 
in coda position in consonant-initial suffixation. Consider the different realizations of 
the voiceless labial stops in the near-minimal pairs in (4a) in careful pronunciation. 
According to Kahn (1976), voiceless stops are aspirated in syllable-initial position 
(cf. [ph]lacenta, ^«r[ph]/i<j)3 but unreleased in syllable-final position (cf. r/[p'], 
har[p'])A If this generalization is correct the derived words in (4a) have the syllable 
structures in (4b):5

(4)a. [thriphloid] 'triple+oid' - [thrip'läik] ’trip+like'
[p^imp^os] ’pimple+ous' - [rÄmp'los] 'rump+less'
[thriphlot] 'triple+et'- [droplot] ’drop+let’
[kÄphlu]] ’couple+ing' - [saep liq] 'sap+ling' 

b. [thn.phbid] - [thrtp'.läik]
[p^im.p^os] -[rÄmp'.bs]
[t'Yi.p^ot] 'triple+et'- [drop'.bt]
[kA.phliq] - [saep.hq]

The structures in (4b) indicate that words with vowel-initial suffixes consistently 
obey the LOI (i.e. Law of Initials) whereas words with consonant-initial suffixes do 
not.6 The violations of the LOI result from the syllabification of stern-final conso-
nants in coda position. They thereby indicate the pword structures in (5), which show 
integration of vowel-initial, but not consonant-initial, suffixes.7

(5) (triploid)^ - (trip)M like8
(pimplous)m - (rumpJö) less
(triplet)M - (drop)w let
(coupling)^ - (sap)^ ling



The distinct prosodic structures in (5) are natural in that only the suffixes which 
inherently lack a syllable onset fuse into one pword with their stem. According to 
McCarthy and Prince (1993) this type of condition is characteristic of prosodic mor- 
phology, in that a phonological constraint, the requirement that syllables must have 
onsets, dominates morphological alignment constraints (cf. section 6).

The stress shift in the words which include vowel-initial suffixes in (2) is ex- 
plained under the assumptions that such suffixes are integrated into the pword of the 
stem and that the pword is the domain for the English stress rule. Within 
constraint-based frameworks this phonological effect can be partially expressed by a 
constraint which requires the right edge of a maximally dactylic foot to align with the 
right edge of the pword (for discussion and alternative approaches cf. McCarthy and 
Prince 1993; Pater 1995).

F F b. F F
IV v I V . I V I V .
s w w s w w s w w s w w

(medicine)M (medfcinal)® (äccurate)^ (äccurate)^ ness

Without stress shift the attachment of a stressless suffix like -al to words which end 
in two stressless syllables (e.g. medicine) would violate the constraint which restricts 
the size of wordfinal feet to dactyls. However, the examples in (7) show that this 
constraint is not obeyed in all words derived by vowel-initial suffixes;

(7) vmegar+ish —> vfnegarish
äccurate+acy —> äccuracy
mjure+able —> fnjurable

Not all, but only vowel-initial suffixes can induce stress shifts. The fact that the 
vowel-initial suffixes in (7) are consistently stress-neutral might indicate that some 
vowel-initial suffixes are not integrated into the pword of the stem. However, since 
all of these suffixes exhibit other phonological effects, their stress-neutrality is best 
described by ranking the constraint IDENT(S), which is stated in (8) (cf. Benua 1995; 
Burzio 1994; McCarthy and Prince 1995; Raffelsiefen 1992, 1996), higher than the 
phonological constraint which requires the right edge of the pword to align with 
maximally dactylic feet.9 Identity constraints refer to certain aspects of phonological 
structure since there are affixes which require the identity of some, but not all, 
features.10

(8) IDENT(S)
A stressed syllable in a derived word must correspond to a 
stressed syllable in the base.

Unlike stress, syllabification is not affected by identity constraints in English. There



are accordingly no Suffixes which idiosyncratically require speech sounds occurring in 
a specific syllable position in the base to occur in the same position in the derived 
word.11 Instead syllabification is determined entirely by its domain, the pword, and 
phonological constraints like the LOI.12

It is the aim of this paper to show that English morphophonology is most ade- 
quately described in terms of an interaction between phonological constraints, whose 
domain is the pword, and identity constraints which refer to the relation between a 
derived word and its base. Both allomorphy and gaps in word formation reflect the 
avoidance of constraint violations which would arise as a result of attaching an affix 
to a stem. The phonological effects which occur in affixation are shown in figure (9):

(9) phonological effects in affixation

Non-canonical sound patterns refer to any segmental and suprasegmental sound 
structure within pwords which does not occur in underived words. Such patterns are 
subsumed under phonological effects in affixation because they result from the 
concatenation of the (unmodified) phonological structures of stems and affixes (cf. the 
stress patterns in (7)). The term 'allomorphy' and its hyponyms do not designate 
types of phonological changes but rather describe the relation between (the phonemic 
form of) affixed words and their base. Specifically, allomorphy indicates the low 
ranking of identity constraints w.r.t. phonological constraints. For example, the 
stress difference in the noun rädicdlity and its base rddical does not indicate that the 
stress has shifted in the noun (cf. rddicality > rädicdlity). Rather this difference shows 
that for the suffix -ity the constraint IDENT(S) is dominated by a constraint which 
requires pwords to end in a dactylic foot. In English, the most common type of 
allomorphy is truncation. Consonant-initial Suffixes are not associated with any 
phonological effects.

4. CONSTRAINTS ON ENGLISH WORD FORMATION13

4.1 The constraint '*CLASH'

non-canonical 
sound patterns

allomorphy gaps

modification of truncation insertion 
phonological structure

The undesirability of adjacent stressed syllables is expressed by the following 
constraint:14



(10) *CLASH
Two adjacent stressed syllables are prohibited. Domain: pword

The constraint in (10) is manifested by the instability of *CLASH violations. Histo- 
rically, stress clashes within pwords in English tend to be eliminated by leftward 
stress shift (cf. (11a)), or, if that is not a possibility, by stress deletion (cf. (11b)). 
The shaftless arrow denotes historical sound change.

(11) a. demönsträte > demonsträte b. mobile > mobile
recögnize > recognize dändrüff > dändruff
alternäte > älternäte äbdömen > äbdomen

In word formation potential *CLASH violations arise whenever a stressed suffix 
attaches to a stem with final stress. As is shown by comparing the phonologically 
similar suffixes -eer, -ese, and -ee there are several ways to resolve the resulting 
conflict. For the suffix -eer stress clashes are generally avoided by restricting suffix- 
ation to words ending in an unstressed syllable (cf. the native coinages in (12a)). As a 
result, there exists a systematic gap for words with final stress as in (12b), including 
monosyllabic words as in (12c):

(12) a. cämel+eer —» cämeleer 
pämphlet+eer —> pämphleteer 
muffin+eer —> müffineer 
püppet+eer —» püppeteer 
bällad+eer —» bälladeer 
pröfit+eer —> pröfiteer 
märket+eer —»märketeer 
järgon+eer —> järgoneer 
pfgeon+eer —> pigeoneer 
weapon+eer weaponeer 
räcket+eer —> räcketeer

b. giräffe+eer 0  
brochure+eer —» 0  
baguette+eer —> 0  
märionette+eer —> 0  
serenäde+eer —»0

c. gäin+eer —» 0  
störe+eer —> 0  
cänt+eer —> 0  
döve+eer —> 0  
gün+eer -» 0  
fräud+eer —> 0

The claim that words with final stress do not undergo -eer suffixation does not pre- 
clude the existence of nouns ending in -eer which have cognates with final stress like 
those in (13a). Crucially, all of those nouns were borrowed into English as is shown 
in (13b) and are therefore not relevant for the description of native word formation: 13 * * *

(13) a. brigadi'er - brigäde b. (French brigadier —»E. brigadier)
cömmandeer - commänd (Afrikaans kommanderen —> E.

commandeer)
cashier - cash (Dutch cassier, French caissier -4

E. cashier)
(Old French frontier -> E. frountier)frontfer - front



*CLASH violations are also systematically avoided in -ese suffixation. However, 
instead of not attaching to words with final stress the suffix -ese avoids *CLASH 
violations by sacrificing stress identity as is shown in (14):

(14) Taiwän+ese —> Täiwanese Sudän+ese —> Sudanese
Nepäl+ese —* Nepalese Vietnäm+ese —» Vietnamese

The type of allomorphy illustrated in (14) is characteristic for the suffix -ese\, 
which attaches to names. There is a distinct suffix -ese2 , which attaches to nouns 
and, like the suffix -eer, combines only with words ending in a stressless syllable. 
Some coinages are listed in (15):

(15) järgonese, jöumalese, compüterese, növelese, translätionese

The suffix -ese2 thus avoids stress clash by not attaching to words with final 
stress. In contrast to the stressed suffixes mentioned so far the suffix -ee tolerates 
*CLASH violations freely. There is no tendency for this suffix to prefer bases which 
end in a stressless syllable, as is illustrated in (16b,c).

(16) a. cöunsel+ee —> cöunselee 
abändon+ee —»abändonee 
öffer+ee —» öfferee 
solfcit+ee —> solicitee

b.select+ee —> selectee 
abuse+ee — > abüsee 
invite+ee —> invitee 
arrest+ee — > arrestee

c.bribe+ee —̂bribee 
dräft+ee —> dräftee 
päy+ee —> päyee 
hire+ee —> hiree

The observation that the suffixes -eer, -ese|, and -ee differ systematically in how they 
respond to potential stress clashes indicates differences in constraint ranking. 
Consider first the suffix -eer, which never attaches to bases with final stress. In 
Raffelsiefen (1992) I argued that this type of gap reflects a dilemma: potential -eer- 
formations would be either phonologically ill-formed due to stress clash (i.e. 
*giräffeer) or the stem (i.e. the derived form minus the affix) would differ from the 
base in the position of the main stress (i.e. giraffeer -  giräffe). That is, for suffixes 
with initial stress like -eer attachment to a base with final stress will always violate 
either *CLASH or IDENT(S).

Consider now the question of how to ensure that no output is preferred to a 
candidate which violates either *CLASH or IDENT(S). The approach to gaps proposed 
by Prince and Smolensky (1993) is to include the input (i.e. a structure in which 
affixes are unattached) in the candidate set, to posit a constraint ’m -p a r s e ' which 
prohibits unattached affixes, and to rank that constraint below the constraints which 
cause the gap. The constraint M-PARSE is stated as follows in Prince and Smolensky 
(1993): 17

(17) M-PARSE
Morphemes are parsed into morphological constituents.



The gap illustrated in (12b,c) is described by the constraint-ranking in tableau (18). 
The input consists of the affix -eer and a word which satisfies its syntactic subcate- 
gorization requirements (i.e. nouns). The phonological representation of the base in- 
cludes stress, which is crucial for proper evaluation w.r.t. the constraint IDENT(S). 
The constraint IDENT(S) ranks higher than *CLASH because the sub-optimal candidate 
giräffeer, which preserves the stress w.r.t. the base giraffe, is generally preferred to 
the candidate giräffeer.

(18)

d3oraef-iyr IDENT(S) *CLASH M-PARSE

(d3ir3fiyr)w15 *!

(dsonfefiyr)^ *!

*!V d3onef-iyr

For words with final stress such as girdffe, the non-affixed candidate is optimal, 
because it is the only candidate which satisfies both IDENT(S) and *CLASH ,16 As a 
result there is a gap. For other words there is always a candidate which satisfies both 
i d e n t (s ) and *CLASH, which means that a noun can be coined:

(19)

keemol-lyr IDENT(S) *CLASH M-PARSE

(kafcmoliyr^

kaemol-iyr *!

Note that 'gap-causing' dilemmas cannot arise due to phonological constraints or 
identity constraints alone, but require that both types of constraints dominate 
m -pa r s e . The phonological constraint causing such a gap would be violated as a 
result of affixation. The identity constraint requires identity in surface forms (cf. 
section 7).

For the suffix -ese\, both M-PARSE and *CLASH dominate IDENT(S). This ranking 
accounts for the fact that for this suffix there are neither clash-related gaps nor 
*CLASH -violations as is shown in (20).17
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The claim that suffixing -ize to the adjective apt would be ungrammatical due to 
a stress clash (i.e. *dptize) is perfectly consistent with the existence of verbs like 
bäptize, cäpsize, orfränchise, which are loan words. In fact, it is conceivable that -ize 
suffixation like äptize should be considered ungrammatical even if verbs like bäptize 
were to represent the prevailing stress pattern in English.19 This is because phono- 
logical restrictions in word-formation are affix-specific and are in principle indepen-
dent of the restrictions which characterize the language as a whole. The theory does 
however forbid the existence of suffixes with initial stress which attach only to stems 
with final stress. This is because there is no universal constraint which eliminates 
precisely the candidates which do not have a stress clash (cf. section 10).

The claim that a description of the conditions on affixation should be confined to 
native coinages is also supported by the properties of -ation suffixation. The cognates 
in (23a) might give the impression that the suffix -ation attaches to iambic bases 
thereby contradicting the claim that *CLASH dominates IDENTS(S) only for the suffix 
-esej:

(23) a. explanätion - expläin 
perturbätion - pertürb 
Inspiration - inspire 
preservätion - preserve 
expirätion - expi're 
ädorätion - adöre 
öbscuration - obscüre 
Invitation - invite 
ädaptätion - adäpt 
cönsultätion - consdlt

b. remäin+ätion —> 0  
disturb+ätion —> 0  
desfre+ätion —> 0  
deserve+ätion —> 0  
retire+ätion —> 0  
ignöre+ätion —> 0  
secure+ätion —> 0  
deh'ght+ätion —> 0  
adöpt+ätion —> 0  
insült+ätion —> 0

However, the systematic gap illustrated in (23b) indicates that the suffix -ation may 
not attach to iambic verbs in English.20 In fact, acording to the OED, all nouns in 
-ation which are etymologically related to iambic verbs in English are borrowings 
(e.g. Latin explanation-em > Engl, explanation, Latin perturbation-em > Old French 
perturbacion > Engl, perturbätion, etc.).21 In English, -ation suffixation is gener-ally 
confined to specific ’productivity niches1, i.e. verbs ending in -ate or in the suffix 
-ize.22 Sporadically, the suffix also applies to verbs which end in a stressless syl- 
lable. Some examples are given in (24):

(24) böther+ätion —> bötherätion
eh'cit+ätion —> elicitätion 
bäckward+ätion —»bäckwardätion 
pättern+ätion —» pätternätion

The constraint ranking in (25), which has also been established for the stressed Suf-
fixes -eer and -ize, accounts for the unacceptability of the formations in (23b) while



allowing for the examples in (24):23

(25)

romeyn-6ys3n IDENT(S) *CLASH M-PARSE

(rfemoneys3n)(ü *!

(r3tn£yneys3n)w *!

V romeyn-^yson *

The fact that -ation attaches to stems ending in a stressless syllable far less pro- 
ductively than for example the suffix -ize might be because -ize subcategorizes for 
nouns and adjectives, which typically end in a stressless syllable, whereas -ation sub-
categorizes for verbs, which predominantly end in a stressed syllable. As a result the 
set of words which serve as a base for wellformed -ize suffixation is much larger, al-
lowing that suffix to ’gain momentum', whereas the productivity of the suffix -ation 
is stifled.24

It can be concluded then that for native formations in English IDENT(S) generally 
dominates *c l a s h . This domination is so complete that the existence of scores of 
related loanwords like expläin and explanätion, which suggest the opposite ranking, 
fails to cause learners to rerank the constraints associated with the suffix -ation. 
Significantly, the only suffix for which *c l a s h  ranks higher than IDENT(S), i.e. the 
suffix -ese\, attaches only to names. Additional evidence which indicates the excep- 
tional Status of name-based affixation will be discussed below.

While most stressed vowel-initial suffixes are sensitive to stress clash, conso- 
nant-initial suffixes never are. Some examples are given in (26):

(26) -like gödlike, dreamlike, peacöckhke
-wise edgewise, clöckwise, lengthwise 
-föld twöföld, threeföld, föurföld
-höod chfldhood, fälsehöod, adülthöod
-möst Ieftmöst, töpmöst, öutmöst

The analysis of the insensitivity of consonant-initial suffixes to prosodic restrictions 
is discussed in section 6.

4.2. The constraint

The undesirability of identical liquids within the pword is expressed by the following 
constraint:



(27) *LjLi
The occurrence of identical liquids is prohibited. Domain: pword

In historical English phonology, *LjLj-violations are often eliminated, especially if 
they both occur in coda position (cf. Luick 1964: 1020ff, 1071). Satisfaction of 
*LjLj is achieved either by deleting one of the liquids (cf. (28a) (cf. Kenyon and Knott 
1953: xlvi25) or by substituting one liquid by another sonorant (cf. (28b,c)) ('Dial.' 
means 'dialectal form'):26

(28) a. su/r/prise > su/0/prise (cf. su/r/vive)
gove/r/nor > gove/0/nor (cf. gove/r/n) 
cate/r/pillar > cate/0/pillar (cf. cate/r/)

b. Dial. little> nittle 
Dial. syllable > sinable

c. marbre > marble (cf.German Marmor) 
purpre > purple (cf. German purpur) 
orer > laurel (cf. German Lorbeer) 
turtur > turtle
Dial. murmur > murmel

The constraint *LjLj is also obeyed in the phonotactics of English verbs as is 
illustrated in (29):27

(29) grumble (*grumber, *glumble) 
splinter (*sprinter, *splintle) 
rattle (*ratter, *lattle)

In English word formation the constraint *LjLj is generally satisfied by both the 
nominal and the adjectival suffix -al, albeit in different ways. The nominal suffix -al 
avoids *LjLj-violations by not attaching to verbs which include the liquid /. 
Examples for gaps are listed in (30). All examples satisfy the syntactic and prosodic 
restrictions on -al suffixation so that alternative explanations for their ungramma- 
ticality can be ruled out.

(30) a. *XVl+al *appealal, *annulal, *exhälal, *assäilal, *revealal,
*instälal, *aväilal,*beguflal, *compelal, *comp(lal, 
*concealal, *condölal, *consölal, *contrölal, *curtäilal, 
*deräilal, *entäilal, *distflal, *enrölal, *excelal, *fulffllal, 
*inhälal, *inst(llal, *propelal, *preväilal, *rebelal, 
*recällal, *repelal, *revealal, *retäilal

b.*XVlCi+al *insültal, *invölval, *absölval, *assäultal, *consültal, 
*dissölval, *engülfal, *evölval, *exältal, *rebüildal, 
*repülsal, *resölval, *resultal, *revöltal, *withhöldal



c. *XVlVCo+al *relfeval, *reli'al, *reläpsal, *relätal, *reläxal, *reläyal, 
*releasal, *relental, *deläyal, *delightal, *deludal, 
*colläpsal, *collectal, *col 1 fdal, *belfeal, *belfeval, 
*belöngal

The gap illustrated in (30) can be explained only with reference to output forms. 
Within a description in terms of prosodic subcategorization frames the correlation 
between the l in the suffix, the avoidance of stems which include /, and the general 
evidence in support of the constraint *LjLj illustrated in (28), (29) would appear to be 
coincidental.

The four cases in which -al suffixation does violate the constraint *LjLj add 
further support to the claim that the gap in (30) can be explained only with reference 
to output forms. Significantly, these exceptions are systematic in that one of the 
liquids does not by itself constitute a syllable node but rather forms part of a complex 
onset.28 The term 'syllable node' refers to the constituents onset, nucleus, rhyme, and 
coda.

(31) disclosal, supplial, declinal, implial

This suggests that -al suffixation obeys a restricted Version of the constraint *L;Lj, 
which is stated in (32):

(32) *LjLj'
Identical syllable nodes consisting of liquids are prohibited.

The constraint *LjLj' differs from *LjLj in that it requires reference to syllabified 
output forms. That is, the evaluation of candidates depends on the question of 
whether or not liquids constitute part of complex syllable nodes in the output (e.g. 
'Idis.clo.sal versus *in.sul.tal). The question of whether liquids are part of complex 
syllable nodes in the input (e.g. in.sult, in.volve, etc.) is irrelevant for their evalu-
ation.

To conclude, the gap in (30) is adequately described by ranking the constraint 
*LjLj' and the constraint IDENT, which requires identity between a candidate and the 
segmental and metrical structure of the base plus the affix, higher than m -pa r se  as is 
shown in (33). The ranking between the two dominating constraints is motivated by 
the observation that violations of i d e n t  are even worse than are violations of *LjLi’.



oplyl-ol IDENT *LiLi' M-PARSE

opiynal *!

opiylol *!

*V opiyl-ol

Consider next the adjectival suffix -al, which satisfies the constraint *LjLj' not 
by causing gaps but by violating an identity constraint. Specifically, the liquid in the 
suffix must not be identical as is shown by the native coinages in (34) :

(34) a. mole+al —» molar -  molal 
corolla+al —> corollar 
enamel+al —> enamelar 
arteriole+al —> arteriolar 
fibrilla+al —» fibrillär 
protocol+al —> protocolar

b. lobule+al —> lobular 
nodule+al —» nodular 
spherule+al —» spherular 
sporule+al —> sporular 
zonule+al -> zonular 
aedicule+al —» aedicular

The rule of allomorphy illustrated in (34) has been adopted on the basis of 
Latinate loans whose stem includes an l such as polar, lunar, familiär, etc. versus 
loans whose stem includes no l like rational, parental, general and is mostly applied 
to scientific words. If both liquids are within the same syllable the rule is quite 
productive. However, as is usually the case with rules of allomorphy in English, true 
productivity is found only w.r.t. words with a specific ending, in particular nouns 
ending in -ule (cf. (34b)). In other cases, the rule applies only sporadically which 
gives rise to variations as is shown in (35):29

(35) a. vulva+al —> vulvar ~ vulval30 b. column+al —> columnar -  columnal 
alga+al —» algal lamin+al —> laminar ~ laminal
lava+al —> laval dialect+al —> dialectal

The data in (34), (35) indicate that an even more restricted Version of the constraint 
*L,L,' is needed to account for the differences between the nominal and the adjectival 
suffix -al. That is, for the adjectival suffix -al the domain of the constraint is the 
syllable, not the pword. For both suffixes the constraint against identical liquids is 
violated only if each liquid constitutes a syllable node. That is, the rule of allo-
morphy never applies in English if one of the liquids is part of a complex syllable 
node as shown in (36):31



(36) clause+al —> clausal (*clausar) 
climate+al —> climatal (*climatar) 
cyclic+al —> cyclical (*cyclicar) 
inflection+al —> inflectional (*inflectionar) 
fluid+al —> fluidal (*fluidar)
glott+al —» glottal (*glottar)

The data in (34) indicate that for the adjectival suffix -al the constraints IDENT(STEM), 
which requires the Segments in the derived word to be identical to the corresponding 
segments in the base, *LjLj', and M-PARSE dominate the constraint IDENT(AFFIX), 
which requires the output affix to be identical to the corresponding input. Since 
violations of the constraint IDENT(AFFIX) must be both minimal and structure- 
preserving (cf. section 7) the / is substituted by r, which differs only in the feature 
[ilateral].32 For Speakers who prefer coinages like m olal to molar IDENT(AFFIX) 
dominates *LjLj'. For all Speakers, the ranking of the identity constraints, *LjLj', and 
M-PARSE differ for the nominal and the adjectival suffix -al. The need to associate 
these homophonous suffixes with different constraint rankings is further supported by 
the fact that the nominal suffix -al combines only with iambic words whereas the 
adjectival suffix has no such restrictions. Also the nominal suffix does not allow 
truncation of any stem material whereas the adjectival suffix requires truncation under 
certain conditions.

Not all vowel-initial suffixes show *LjLj-related effects. The agentive suffix -er, 
for example, is entirely insensitive to that constraint:

(37) murderer, hearer, bearer, chatterer, lecturer, hirer, careerer

Consonant-initial suffixes like -less, -let, -like and -ful are never sensitive to 
*LjLj. Some examples for attested native formations are given in (38):

(38) -less goalless, wheelless, muscleless, titleless, lifeless, landless, 
pollenless

-let altarlet, lakelet, lamplet, leaflet, leglet, scalelet, looplet 
-like lifelike, fellowlike, lionlike, ladylike, snaillike 
-ful lawful, loathful, doleful, frolicful, guileful

4.3. Additional dissimilatory constraints

In addition to the general constraint against syllable nodes consisting of identical 
liquids there are constraints against identical syllable nodes in specific syllable 
positions as is shown in (39) ('O' = onset, 'N' = nucleus, ’C’ = coda, 'S’ = segment). 
The domain of each constraint is the pword. Irrelevant structure is left unspecified.



(39) a. SHELL33 
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b. ♦ONSjONSj 
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c. ♦CODAjCODAj 
* CT CT
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Ci Ci

To obey the constraint SHELL, which prohibits syllables for which the nucleus is 
flanked by identical segments, the generally very productive suffix -ish never attaches 
to stems ending in the fricative s. Examples for gaps are given in (40b):

(40) a. sheep+ish —> sheepish b. ffsh+ish —> 0
färmer+ish —> färmerish squish+ish —» 0
vinegar+ish —> vfnegarish müsh+ish —» 0
cännibal+ish —> cännibalish rübbish+ish —> 0

The occurrence of syllables like shish, shash in actual English words (cf. hashish, 
shashlik) does not affect the evaluation of potential -ish suffixation, which must sat- 
isfy the constraint SHELL (cf. the unacceptability of *fishish). The gap in (40b) is de- 
scribed by the constraint ranking in (41). The constraint IDENT(C) requires all con- 
sonants in the derived word to correspond to identical consonants in the base. The 
ranking between IDENT(C) and SHELL accounts for preferences among the sub-optimal 
candidates in question.

(41)

The suffix -ous is similar to the suffix -ish in that IDENT(C) and SHELL dominate M- 
PARSE. Words like *biasous are accordingly not potential -ous suffixation, in spite of 
the widespread occurrence of similar SHELL-violations in actual words (cf. basis, 
census, emphasis, etc.).34

(42) a. flävor+ous —> flävorous 
treason+ous treasonous 
vftamin+ous —> vitäminous 
ünison+ous —> unisonous

b. bfas+ous -» 0  
ätlas+ous —> 0  
menace+ous 0  
lättice+ous 0



While exhibiting the same ranking among the constraints IDENT(C), SHELL, and M- 
PARSE, the suffixes -ish and -ous differ w.r.t. the ranking of other constraints. Native 
coinages such as vinegarish based on vinegar versus cami'vorous based on cdmivdre 
show that the constraint which requires a dactylic foot to be aligned to the right edge 
of prosodic words dominates IDENT(S) for the suffix -ous, but not for the suffix -ish.

Additional suffixes for which IDENT(C) and SHELL dominate M-PARSE are shown 
in (43).35 The examples in (43c) show that similar SHELL-violations occur among 
actual words.

(43) a. pistol+eer —» pistoleer
mumtion+eer —> munitioneer

b.revölver+eer —A 0  
mörtar+eer —> 0

c. (cf. career, rear)

kitchen+ette —> kitchenette 
töwel+ette —> töwelette

clöset+ette -» 0  (cf.quartette, 
cärpet+ette —> 0  quintette)

shört+age —> shörtage 
cleave+age —» cleavage

lärge+age —t 0  (cf. judge) 
wedge+age —» 0

The constraint against identical syllable onsets in adjacent syllables (cf. (39b)) is 
manifested in the haplology in words like Englaland > England, eightetene > eight- 
een (cf. Luick 1964: 1071). This constraint also plays a role in systematic gaps in 
English -ity suffixation. It is no coincidence that -ity never attaches to stems ending 
in -t. The unacceptability of the nouns in (44) is due neither to violations of subcate- 
gorizational requirements (i.e. all nouns are based on Latinate adjectives) nor to 
blocking by lexicalized nominalizations.

(44) a. *acütity, *completity, *öbsoletity, *remötity, *discreetity, *contentity, 
*occültity, *fäintity, *quäintity, *päramöuntity, *exäctity, *abrüptity, 
*äptity, *in6ptity, *corrüptity, *directity, *compäctity, *absträctity, 
*intäctity, *correctity, *strictity, *dereh'ctity, *dist(nctity, *succinctity, 
*extfnctity, *defünctity, *disjunctity

b. **covertity, **separätity, **affectionätity, **quietity, **permanentity, 
**perfectity, **considerätity

The unacceptability of the nonce words in (44) is all the more remarkable in 
view of the fact that quite a few nouns end in -tity (cf. entity, identity, quantity, 
sanctity). The only case where -ity has been suffixed to a stem ending in -t in Eng-
lish is the noun vastity, where, crucially, suffixation does not result in adjacent iden-
tical onsets. The Observation that the nouns in (44b) are particularly bad is presum- 
ably due to the fact that ONSjONSj violations are compounded by IDENT(S) violations 
(cf. section 7).

The fact that -ity never attaches to adjectives ending in -did as in (45a) is also ex- 
pected since these are precisely the cases where -ity suffixation would cause adjacent



identical onsets (cf. the native coinages in (45b)):

(45) a. candid+ity —» 0  (*candidity) b. trepi'dity, squalldity, morbfdity,
splendid+ity -4  0  (*splendidity) rabldity, turgldity, pallldity, 
sordid+ity -4  0  (*sordidity) vapidity, torrldity, floridity, vivi-

di ty, fervi'dity

The suffix -ify is like the suffix -ity in that ONSjONSj-violations are avoided by gaps. 
Some examples are listed in (46):

(46) a. *deafify, *töughify, *sti'ffify, *beefify, *röughify 
b. **sherlffify, **plaintlffify, **dandrüffify

The suffix -ify is also like the suffix -ity in that formations become even less 
acceptable if they involve additional IDENT(S) violations (cf. (46b)). Such violations 
are allowed only for adjectives ending in -id (cf. humidify, rigi'dify, flui'dify, etc.).36

The suffixes -ee and -ize differ from -ity and -ify in that ONSjONS, -violations are 
avoided not by gaps, but by 'truncation' of the word-final VC-string.37 The examples 
in (47) show that truncation, which constitutes a violation of ’complete identity', 
applies only if necessary to prevent ONSjONSj-violations.38

(47) -ee

-ize

cohäbitäte+ee —» cohäbitee 
ämputäte+ee —» ämputee 
rehabflitäte+ee —> rehabilitee 
mäximum+lze —» mäximize 
öptimum+ize —> öptimize 
feminin+ize —> feminize 
phenömenon+lze —> phenömenize 
äppetit+ize —> äppetize

delegäte+ee —> delegätee 
cönsecräte+ee —> cönsecrätee 
educäte+ee —> educätee 
rädium+ize —> rädiumize 
väcuum+ize —> väcuumize 
mäsculin+ize —» mäsculinize 
skeleton+ize —» skeletonize 
pärasit+ize —> pärasitize

Truncation, however, is never resorted to as a means to avoid ONSjONSj -violations if 
the remaining stem consists of less than a disyllabic foot. In that case there is a 
systematic gap:39

(48) -ee rötäte+ee —> 0  (*rötee, *rötätee) 
dictäte+ee —> 0  (*dictee, *dictätee)
mutäte+ee —> 0  (*mütee, *mütatee)

-ize Hittite+ize —> 0  (*Hfttlze, *Hittitlze) 
h'nen+ize —> 0  (*lfnize, *lmenize) 
hörror+ize —) 0  (*hörrize, *hörrorize)
Lenin+ize —> 0  (*Lenize, *Leninize)
cändid+ize —» 0  (*cändize, *cändidize) lfquid+ize -4  liquid)ze

The unacceptable -ee-formations *rdtee, *dictee, etc. violate a constraint IDENT 
(BINFT), which requires the last binary foot in the base to be preserved in the derived

cölläte+ee —» cöllätee 
löcäte+ee -4  löcätee 
mändäte+ee —> mändätee 
Sdmite+ize -4  Semitlze 
cötton+ize —> cöttonize 
vlgor+ize —> vlgorize 
Stälin+ize —> Stälinize



word. The ill-formedness of forms like *H(ttize, *li'nize, etc. is already accounted for 
by the dominance of *CLASH over M-PARSE for the suffix -i'ze.40 Additional examples 
are given in (49):

(49) a. emphasis+ize —» emphasize b.
epenthesis+ize —> epenthesize 
s^nthesis+ize -* sy nthesize 
hypöthesis+ize —> hypöthesize

cathärsis+ize —» 0  
ellfpsis+ize —> 0  
crisis+ize -a  0  
scepsis+ize - a  0

(*cathärsize)
(*elh'psize)
(*crisize)
(*scepsize)

The suffixation in (49a) versus the gaps in (49b) are described by the ranking in (50):

(50)

ln view of the dependency of ONSjONSj-violations on the segmental structure of 
both the stem and the suffix, the phonological effects presented here can be explained 
only by an output-oriented approach. Since each suffix is associated with an 
individual constraint-ranking there could exist vowel-initial suffixes which freely 
violate the constraint ONSjONSj. An example is -able suffixation as is shown in (51):

(51) -able bribable, describable, absorbable, perturbable

Assuming that the constraint ONSjONSj is similar to the other phonological 
constraints considered here in that it applies within the pword and that consonant- 
initial suffixes are not integrated into the pword of the stem one can expect that there 
are no ONSjONSj related effects in consonant-initial suffixation. There is in fact no 
evidence for such effects as is illustrated in (52):



-ness boniness, neatness, newness, tininess
-less fellowless, pollenless, lifeless, landless
-ment commitment, blemishment, movement, enamourment
-ship marshalship, relationship, ushership
-ful fearful, forceful, faithful
-ly lowly, lovely, lonely, lightly, lively

4.4. Sonority constraints

The suffix -en differs from the vowel-initial suffixes considered above in that it 
attaches only to monosyllabic stems which end in an obstruent (cf. Marchand 1969: 
214).41 Examples for gaps are given in (53b, c).42

(53) a. tough+en -»  toughen 
weak+en —> weaken 
crisp+en —» crispen 
brisk+en —> brisken 
swift+en —> swiften

b.earnest+en —» 0  c. 
mödest+en —> 0  
bäsic+en -» 0  
stübborn+en —> 0  
vfvid+en —> 0

warm+en —> 0  
shy+en —> 0  
full+en —> 0  
dear+en —> 0  
clean+en —> 0

From the perspective of an output-oriented approach the gap in (53b) reflects a 
requirement for pwords consisting solely of a trochaic foot. The gap in (53c) reflects 
the restriction on the sonority of onsets stated in (54):

(54) ONS SON
Syllable onsets must have sonority at least as low as a fricative.

The sonority restriction on syllable onsets referred to in constraint (54) is marked by 
the shaded area in table (55). Note that the allowable segments must belong to adja- 
cent columns in the sonority hierarchy such that the rightmost column, which con- 
tains the least sonorous segments, is included.43

(55) increasing sonority <— —> decreasing sonority

Vowels Glides r i Nasals Fricatives Stops

According to Vennemann (1988:13ff) onsets are the more preferred the lower their 
sonority whereas codas are the more preferred the higher their sonority.44 The con-
straint in (54) is one of a family of low sonority constraints for onsets which differ 
in the upper limit for the sonority. Crucially, a restriction to low sonority conso- 
nants is natural when referring to onsets, but not to codas. Therefore a description of 
the gap in (53c) in terms of a phonological subcategorization frame for the suffix -en 
is inadequate since it would imply that the requirement for consonants with low so-



nority pertained to the coda. By contrast, on an output-oriented approach the sonority 
restriction in question applies to onsets and can accordingly be described in terms of 
universal constraints. The tableau in (56) shows the evaluation of -en suffixation 
based on the adjectives warm and tough:45

(56) a.

b.

tAf-:m | IDENT ONS SON M-PARSE

(tA.fon) 1

tAf-on *!

4.5. The constraint *VV

To avoid violations of the constraint *VV, which prohibits hiatus or onsetless syl- 
lables, certain suffixes never attach to vowel-final stems. One such suffix is -eer, as 
is illustrated by the gap in (57b):

(57) a. müskct+eer —> müsketeer b. bazöoka+eer —> 0
weapon+eer —> weaponeer torpedo+eer —> 0
järgon+eer -» järgoneer lingo+eer —> 0
slögan+eer —> slöganeer mötto+eer -4 0

The phonologically similar suffix -ee fails to attach only if the vowels to be com- 
bined are identical:

(58) a. rescue+ee —> rescuee b. free+ee —> 0
dräw+ee -» dräwee see+ee —> 0
päy+ee —> päyee cärry+ee —> 0
mterview+ee —> interviewte pity+ee -> 0
börrow+ee —» börrowee envy+ee —> 0



emplöy+ee —» emplöyee cöpy+ee —> 0
thröw+ee —» thröwee accömpany+ee —> 0

The suffix -e.se i differs from both -eerand -ee in that violations of *vv are avoided at 
the expense of the identity violations manifested as ’vowel deletion' or ’n-epenthesis', 
depending on the moraic structure of the base. 46

(59) a. China+ese —> Chinese b. Jäva+ese -» Jävanese
Mälta+ese —> Maltese Bäli+ese —> Bälinese
Bürma+ese —> Burmese Göa+ese —> Göanese

In accordance with the description of the the suffix -e.sei above the data in (59) 
indicate a high ranking of M-PARSE and phonological wellformedness constraints 
(e.g.*CLASH and *vv) w.r.t. identity constraints. In English, -ese\ is the only suffix 
for which the phonological constraint * v v  is satisfied through 'epenthesis', i.e. a 
violation of the identity constraint which requires that each segment in the derived 
form must correspond to a segment in the base or the affix. The suffix -ize differs 
from all suffixes considered so far in that it causes truncation only if the resulting 
form has no stress clash. Some examples are shown in (60):

(60) a. memory+ize —> memorize b.
jeopardy+ize —> jeopardize 
apöstrophe+lze —> apöstrophize 
priörity+ize —> priöritize

sflly+lze 0  (*sfllize) 
envy —» 0  (*envize) 
assembly —> 0  (*assemblize) 
attomey —> 0  (*attömize)

The suffixes -er, -able and -ish freely violate *vv as is illustrated in (61):

(61) carrier, hurrier, copier, envier, dallier, lobbyer, rallier
variable, marriable, buriable, pitiable, leviable, enviable 
babyish, shabbyish, dandyish, rowdyish, fogyish, monkeyish

4.6. Some constraints which play no role in English suffixation

The cognates in (62a) are often cited in support of the claim that suffixes like -al, 
-ous, -ify, and -ity belong to a specific dass of suffixes which trigger Trisyllabic 
Laxing. The cognates in (62b) are sometimes subsumed under that same rule (cf. 
Chomsky and Halle 1968; Myers 1987):

(62) a. n[ae]tural - n[ey]ture 
f[ae]bulous - f[ey]ble 
v[i]lify - v[ay]lc 
prof[ae]nity - prof[ey]ne

b. m[i]mic - m[ay]me 
t[a]nic - t[ow]ne 
st[ae]tic - st[ey]te 
rabb[i]nic - rabb[ay]

Vowel laxness in (62b) could also be subsumed under the 'Arab rule', which forbids



long vowels if the following syllable is unstressed and has a noncoronal coda 
consonant (cf. Fidelholtz 1967).

The alternations in (62a) are due to a constraint on vowel length which also 
accounts for the absence of underived words like *c[cy\mera (cf. c[x]mera), *[iy]lefant 
(cf. [e]lefant). Because of the 'Arab rule' there are no words like *h[ey]voc (cf. 
h[dz]voc), *sh[iy]riff(cf. sh[e]riff), *s[ay]rup (cf. s[\]rup). However, there is no 
evidence that these constraints play a role in word-formation. They neither cause gaps 
nor 'allomorphy' as is illustrated by the native coinages in (63):

(63) a. region+al —> regional b. base+ic —» bäsic
fever+ous —» feverous amöeba+ic —» amöebic
steel+ify —> steelify gnome+ic —> gnömic
between+ity —> betweenity phoneme+ic —> phonemic

The reader may convince herseif that the derived words are entirely unacceptable when 
pronounced with laxed vowels. The words in (62), which obey the constraints on 
vowel laxness in question, differ front the derived words in (63) in that they are loan 
words.

5. PHONOLOGICAL EFFECTS ASSOCIATED WITH CONSONANT INITIAL
SUFFIXES

Are there counterexamples to the Claim that consonant-initial suffixation never shows 
phonological effects? Consider words like insecticide, humänify, löngitüde which are 
sometimes analysed as being derived by consonant-initial suffixes (i.e. cide, fy, tude) 
(cf. Fudge 1984; Burzio 199447). The analysis of the suffixes in question as 
consonant-initial appears to be motivated primarily on etymological grounds. The 
observation that in native derivations those suffixes regularly appear with an 'insert' 
vowel i indicates that they have been reanalysed as vowel-initial suffixes in English 
as is illustrated in (64).48 Phonological effects like satisfaction of the constraint 
ONSjONSj in -icide and -ify suffixation are therefore to be expected.

(64) weed+icide —> weedicide
brute+ify -» brutify 
lax+itude —> laxitude

Consider next the examples in (65), which seem to contradict the Claim that conso-
nant-initial suffixes do not cause allomorphy ('<’ Stands for 'historically goes back 
to').

(65) w[i]sdom (< wfse+dom) 
büs[0]ness (< busy+ness)



hän[0]some (< händ+some) 
wör[0]ship (< wörth+ship) 
beäut[o]+ful (< beäut[i]+ful)

That the phonological alternations in (65) are not properties of the suffixes can be 
inferred from the fact that these suffixes do not typically cause stem modification.49 
Instead these effects reflect the historical fusion of stems and suffixes into one pword 
shown in (66a). This process is especially common among words with high token 
frequency. The historical fusion of two pwords into a single pword with concomitant 
phonological changes can also be observed in compounds as is shown in (66b):50

(66) a. (wfse+dom > (wi'sdom)^ 
(büsy+ness > (büsiness)w 
(händ+some > (händsome)M 
(wörth+ship > (wörship)w 
(beäuti+ful > (beäutiful)ü)

b . (cüp)(0(böard)t0 > (cüpboard)m 
(neck)m(läce)M > (necklace)m 
(break)co(fast)w > (breakfast)(0 
(sheep)(0(herd)ü) > (shepherd+ 
(fore)u(head )u > (forehead )w

In contrast to the historically fused suffixations in (65), which affect only individual 
words, suffixes with an initial glide are systematically integrated into the pword of 
the stem.

(67) a. compöse+ure —> (compösure)w b. bäck+ward —> (bäckward)u 
expöse+ure —» (exp6sure)w höme+ward —» (hömeward)0)
depärt+ure —> (depärture)0J Göd+ward —> (G6dward)ü)
räpt+ure —» (räpture)M street+ward —> (streetward)w
eräse+ure —» (eräsure)m wäy+ward —> (wäyward)u

The suffix -ure exhibits two types of phonological effects. It attaches only to stems 
which end in an alveolar obstruent and merges with this obstruent into a 
(structure-preserving) palatal fricative or affricate which functions as onset (e.g. 
era[s]+[yar] —» era[.sor}-era[.zor], compo[z]+[yor] —> compo[.zor], rap[t]+[yor] —> 
rap[.cor]).51 The allomorphy thus agrees with the evidence from syllabification which 
indicates that the stem and the suffix constitute one pword.52 The native suffix -ward 
exhibits no phonological effects except for the fact that almost all suffixations con- 
sist of trochees.53 The evidence from syllabification may seem to indicate that -ward 
is not integrated into the pword of the stem because stern-final [k], [g], [t], [d], [s], 
and [0] appear in coda position although these consonants can precede the velar glide 
in onset position (e.g. queen, guacamole, tweed, dwarf, swing, thwart). However, the 
apparent LOI violations do not necessarily indicate intervening pword boundaries 
because there is evidence that the complex onsets in question are disallowed in schwa 
syllables in English. The evidence includes both historical cluster simplifications 
(e.g. an(sw]er > an[s]er, //[kw]or > /i[k]or, con[kw]er > con[k]er)54 and the syn- 
chronic syllable structure of Simplexes (e.g E{d.w\ard, aw[k.w]ard).^ While syllabi-
fication is accordingly inconclusive when determining the prosodic structure of -ward



suffixation there is one argument from stress which suggests that -ward is integrated 
into the pword of the stem. According to the OED, the suffix is pronounced [wod| 
when attached to a monosyllabic word but [wo:d] when an unstressed syllable pre- 
cedes. This type of dependency does not hold for any other consonant-initial suffix 
and is characteristic for stress reduction within pwords (e.g. ältar vs. seminär, höstile 
vs. juvenile, äuburn vs. täciturn). It appears then that the suffixes -ure and -wardare 
integrated into the pword of the stem although they do not Start with a vowel.

The suffix -ry is similar to the glide-initial suffixes but unlike other consonant- 
initial suffixes in that it too is integrated into the pword of the stem. The evidence 
for this claim is that the syllabification of the stern-final consonants is determined by 
the LOI as is shown by the examples in (68):

(68) hüsband+ry —> husban.dry 
bigot+ry —» bigo.try 
pedant+ry —> pedan.try 
bändit+ry —» bandi.try 
röcket+ry —> rocke.try

In addition the suffix attaches only to stems which end in a trochee:

(69) räscalry, ri'valry, revelry, rävenry, röcketry, pärrotry, 
förestry, sävagery, l'magery, freemäsonry

As a result, -ry suffixation always yields dactyls. This output restriction highlights 
the relatedness between the suffix -ry and the vowel-initial suffix -ery, which attaches 
only to stems with final stress and thereby also yields Outputs ending in dactyls. 
Some examples are given in (70):56

(70) snöbbery, röbbery, bribery, förgery, ffshery, föolery, mächinery, 
scenery, greenery, wi'nery, bufföonery, clöwnery, brävery, prüdery, 
midwifery

Assuming that all nouns in (68)-(70) are derived by the same suffix one could main- 
tain the generalization that only vowel- and glide-initial suffixes show phonological 
effects. That is, one could posit a single suffix -ery, which requires Outputs which 
end in a dactyl but does not require the preservation of its initial schwa. The distri- 
bution of -ryl-ery thus parallels the distribution of the suffix -encel-ency, which is 
also determined by the requirement that the output form ends in a dactyl (cf. the 
native coinages belh'gerence, sälience versus currency, lätency).57 At any rate, ryl-ery 
suffixation supports the claim that the domain of phonological effects in word forma- 
tion is identical to the domain of syllabification.

Consider finally the adverbial suffix -ly, which in some cases shows schwa-zero 
alternations. Significantly, in those cases the suffix is integrated into the pword of



the stem as is shown by the syllabification of the derived words. Integration of this 
suffix into the pword of the stem is not one of its regulär properties as is shown by 
the LOl-violations in (71):

(71) a. sim.ply (cf. simp[o]l) b. deep.ly
possi.bly (cf. possib[o]l) superb.ly
understanda.bly (cf. understandab[o]l) thick.ly

In some cases the alternations illustrated in (71a) may be related to the irregulär 
historical schwa loss and degemination in words like t forgivenness in that the forms 
originally contained two identical consonants preceded by schwa. However, in general 
those alternations appear to be determined by Orthographie rather than phonological 
structure. That is, alternations obtain only if the final rhyme in the base is spelled 
<le>, which includes all words derived by the suffix -able. Otherwise there is no allo- 
morphy as is shown in (72b) (cf. also roy[o]lly, radic[3]lly, verb[a]lly, etc).

(72) a. <simple>+<ly> —* simply b. <cruel>+<ly> —» cruelly
<possible>+<ly> —» possibly <level>+<ly> -» levelly
<subtle>+<ly> —> subtly <novel>+<ly> —> novelly

The alternations in (71a) can thus be explained as the result of conventions 
which pertain to the relation between written and spoken forms.

Consider next the alternations in (73), which according to Wiese (1996) show 
that the suffixes -ly and -ness trigger schwa insertion to satisfy their preference for 
stern-final trochees.

(73) a. distress[a]dly - distress[0]d b. distress[o]dness - distress[0]d
amaz(o]dly - amaz[0]d amaz[o]dness - amaz[0]d
perplex(o]dly - perplex[0]d perplex[s]dness - perplex[0]d
preparfo ]dly - prepar[0]d prcpar[o]dness - prepar[0]d
fix[o]dly - fix[0]d fix[o]dness - fix[0]d

In contrast to Wiese I will argue that those alternations do not indicate phono-
logical constraints on ly- or -ness suffixation but rather show that the phonological 
conditions for word formation can be obscured by historical sound changes. That is, 
the alternations in (73) result from the historical schwa loss in the adjectives58 which 
occurred after the derived forms came into existence.59 The claim that -ness and -ly 
suffixation prefer stern-final trochees is contradicted by the tendency to replace the 
adjectival stems with schwa by their schwa-less successors. Consider the examples in
(74), which Walker (1826) transcribed with a schwa, which according to the OED has 
since been lost.60 By contrast, there are no examples of historical schwa epenthesis 
in -ness or -ly suffixation.

(74) dcform[o]dly > deform[0]dly blear[o]dness > blear[0]dness



resign[o]dly > resign[0]dly 
restrain[o]dly > restrain[0]dly 
confus[o]dly > confus[0]dly 
resolv[o]dly > resolv[0]dly

compos[o]dness > compos[0]dness 
diffus[o]dness > diffus[0]dness 
confus[o]dness > confus[0]dness 
reserv[o]dness > reserv[0]dness

The changes in (74) show that schwa loss in the adjectives has not led English 
learners to associate phonological constraints with the suffixes -ly and -ness, but 
rather has resulted in the fossilization of the derived forms which retained the schwa. 
Fossilization is manifested not only in the instability illustrated in (74) but also in 
various idiosyncracies (e.g.prepar{3]dness is military jargon, mark[s]dness is linguis- 
tics jargon).61 I conclude then contrary to Wiese that the suffixes -ly and -ness neither 
historically nor synchronically exhibit a preference for stems ending in trochees. The 
schwa-zero altemations in (73) are represented most adequately by listing those words 
in the lexicon without positing metrical constraints on the suffixes.

Perhaps the clearest case of phonological sensitivity exhibited by a consonant- 
initial suffix is the tendency for the adverbial suffix -ly to resist attachment to adjec-
tives ending in -ly. Yet, the OED lists 24 counterexamples to this generalizations. A 
few are listed in (75):62

(75) chillily, cleanlily, friendlily, holily, jollily

Other suffixes with initial / show no phonological effects (e.g. -let, -less, -ling). 
The same holds for suffixes whose first consonant is less sonorous.

Granting that the Status of the suffix -ly is unclear I conclude that only glide- 
initial suffixes and the suffix -ryl-ery exhibit regulär phonological effects.63 The fact 
that the initial segments in these suffixes are highly sonorous is unlikely to be 
coincidental in view of the fact that onsets are the less preferred the more sonorous 
they are (cf. section 4.4). A formal analysis of this observation is discussed in 
section 6. Significantly, neither -ure, -ward, nor -ryl-ery suffixation contradict the 
generalization that phonological effects in word formation are found only within the 
domain of syllabification (i.e. the pword).

6. THE PROSODIC STRUCTURE OF SUFFIXED WORDS

In the preceding section I have presented evidence that only vowel-initial and glide- 
initial suffixes induce phonological effects. Assuming that in English the pword is 
the domain for morphophonological constraints this observation is accounted for by 
the Integration of those suffixes, but not consonant-initial suffixes, into the pword of 
the stem. Compare the acceptable -like suffixations in (76) with the unacceptable 
-ize-formations. The attested -i'ze-formations are cited to show that the unacceptability 
of the starred formations is not due to semantic properties.



(76) beelike *steelize (cf. copperize)
cöwlike *öwlize (cf. vulturize)
fürlike *girlize (cf. womanize)

The difference in the acceptability of the formations in (76) can be explained with 
reference to neither segmental, syllabic, nor metrical structure. Instead that difference 
can be described in terms of a systematic contrast in the prosodic structure of the 
words. Crucially, the constraint *CLASH would be satisfied in beelike if the conso- 
nant-initial suffix were not integrated into the pword of the stem as is shown in 
(77):64

(77) ________________
biy+layk *CLASH

(biy)mläyk

stiyl+ayz

(stfyläyz)M *

How can the dependence of prosodic structure on the initial segment of the suffix 
be expressed in terms of constraints? Prince and Smolensky (1993) proposed that this 
dependency be captured by ranking the constraint ONSET, which prohibits onsetless 
syllables, higher than certain alignment constraints. Consider the constraint ALIGN 
SUFFIX, which aligns the left edge of a suffix with the right edge of a pword thereby 
ensuring that suffixes are not integrated into the pword of their stem:

(78) ALIGN SUFFIX
Align (Suffix, L, Pword, R)

Assuming that pwords constitute the domain for syllabification the integration of 
vowel-initial suffixes into the pword of the stem is achieved by ranking ONSET 
higher than ALIGN SUFFIX. 65

(79) a.

biy+layk ONSET ALIGN SUFFIX

V (bfy.)Jäyk

(My.läyk)w *!



(stiyl^-ayz ONSET ALIGN SUFFIX

V (stfyl.)mäyz *!

(stfy.läyz)w *

To ensure that glide-initial suffixes are also integrated into the pword of the stem the 
syllable structure constraint which dominates ALIGN SUFFIX is formulated as follows:

(80) ONSET'
Syllables must have a [+consonantal] onset

The restriction expressed in (80) is similar to the constraint ONS SON in (54) 
associated with the suffix -en in that it expresses an upper limit on the sonority of 
onsets (cf. the sonority hierarchy in (55)). It is in fact not entirely clear where that 
limit is. There are no suffixes with initial r except for the suffix -ry, which has been 
analysed as a variant of the suffix -ery. If -ry were analysed as the basic variant the 
upper limit on the sonority of onsets in (80) would have to be lowered to exclude the 
r. Crucially, the universal preference for syllable onsets with low sonority implies 
that the exclusion of r entails the exclusion of glides but not vice versa.

As it Stands the constraint ranking in (79) does not account for the general Inte-
gration of vowel-initial suffixes into the pword of the stem but results in integration 
only if the stern-final segment could serve as a syllable onset. The prediction would 
then be that vowel-initial suffixes freely attach to vowel-final bases without inducing 
allomorphy or gaps, which is clearly incorrect (cf. the constraint *VV in 4.5). To 
make the analysis work, suffixes with an inadequate onset must always be integrated 
into the pword of the stem, whether or not such integration actually supplies the 
lacking onset.66

The constraint ranking in (79) does not account for the prosodic structure of con- 
sonant-initial suffixes. Assuming that pwords constitute the domain for word stress, 
vowel reduction in (81) shows that the English suffixes differ from their German 
cognates in that they are not separate pwords.67 The fact that vowels have never re- 
duced in English monosyllabic words which used to be homophonous to those suf-
fixes (e.g. mess, bull) follows from the pword Status of lexical words.

(81) English
[los] ’-less' 
[fol] ’-ful' 
[dom] '-dom' 
[nos] ’-ness' 
[som] '-some' 
[mont] '-ment'

German 
[lo:s] '-los' 
[fol] '-voll' 
[tu:m] '-tum' 
[ms] ’-nis' 
[za:m] '-sam' 
[ment] '-ment'



[lat] '-let' [let] ’-let'

Vowel reduction in English consonant-initial suffixes is blocked only under certain 
phonological conditions. In the suffix [hud] -hood (cf. the German cognate [halt] 
-heit) the vowel fails to reduce due to a constraint against schwa syllables whose 
onset is [h].68 In the suffix -ship the vowel fails to reduce due to the post-vocalic 
non-coronal obstruent.69 Diphthongs fail to reduce (cf. the suffixes -like, -wi.se70) as 
do long vowels followed by clusters (cf. -fold, -most). In such cases stress is assigned 
by weight, and not because those suffixes are pwords. This type of stress differs from 
the stress assigned to pwords in that it is inherently unstable. The suffix -most is 
pronounced [mast] in colloquial British English which perhaps indicates that the 
unreduced variant will eventually disappear in (at least) that variety of English. Pro- 
sodically words with consonant-initial suffixes are perhaps best categorized as clitic 
groups 71 where the difference between suffixes with unreduced vowels and those with 
reduced vowels could be represented as in (82a) versus (82b) ('C' = Clitic group, 'X' = 
Foot).72

(82) a. American English

C

X X
/ \  I
a s g w g
a  tar most

b. Colloquial 
British English

C

The stress on the suffix is unstable because the relevant foot is not dominated by 
a pword. By contrast, the righthand members of compounds have stable stress since 
they are dominated by a pword (e.g. (bed)ü)(pöst){0, (pärcel^pöst)^).73 Similarly, the 
stress on vowel-initial suffixes is stable since such suffixes are dominated by pwords 
as well as is shown by the examples legalize, infantile, Japanese shown in (83).74 
Neither English nor German consonant-initial suffixes carry main stress as some 
vowel-initial suffixes do:75

(0 co co

Es Ew Es Ew Ew Es
/ \ 1 / \ 1 / \ 1
(Js Ow G Gs Gw G Gs Gw G
liy ga layz in fan tayl jae f» niyz

(83)



To account for stress neutrality Aronoff and Sridhar (1983) represent the suffix 
-ize as a clitic, which is not integrated into the pword of the stem, in accordance with 
their analysis of stress-neutral consonant-initial suffixes. However, the evidence from 
syllabification shows that this analysis cannot be correct. If the suffix - ize were not 
integrated into the pword of the stem the stern-final consonant should be 
ambisyllabic, because of the rule which associates the final consonant of a pword 
with the following vowel (cf. Kahn 1976).76 Ambisyllabicity can be easily 
recognized in American English because of the flapping of coronal stops regardless of 
the stress on the following vowel.77 Consider the examples night owl and Pat is 
shown in (84):78

(84)

C

(Os
1

Cüw
1 A1

I
1

1
I
1

1 \i
g

1
G G G

Z K / K Z K / K
nay r awl pse r iz

The fact that the stern-final t in -ize suffixation is never flapped shows that the suffix 
constitutes neither a separate pword, nor a clitic (cf. verbs like alphabe[\]ize, 
magne[t]ize, puppe[(]ize) 79 Rather the suffix -ize is integrated into the pword of the 
stem as is shown in (83).80 This analysis is also supported by the fact that the suffix 
-ize exhibits phonological effects in word formation, in contrast to consonant-initial 
suffixes.

To summarize, the assumption that only vowel- and glide-initial, but not conso-
nant-initial, suffixes are integrated into the pword of their stem explains the system- 
atic correlation between seemingly unrelated properties concerning syllabification, 
stress, and morphophonological effects. Specifically, the analysis explains why 
consonant-initial suffixes tend to undergo vowel reduction, why they form a separate 
domain for syllabification (cf. the LOI violations in the words in (4)), why they do 
not induce allomorphy and why they are insensitive to the phonological properties of 
their base with the result that there are no gaps.

These correlations are not universal. In German many consonant-initial suffixes 
yield systematic phonological effects although the evidence from both syllabification 
and stress shows that they are not integrated into the pword of the stem.81 The suffix 
-chen induces truncation of the stern-final schwa syllables -e and -en, but not -el and



-er. This suffix, which has an initial palatal fricative, furthermore does not attach to 
stems which end in a palatal or velar fricative.82 The general rule of g-spirantization 
in coda position after the vowel i (e.g. Köni[$] 'king'-/föm'[g]e 'kings') fails when the 
coda in the following syllable includes a velar spirant (e.g. A:öm'[k]/i[5 ] könig+lich 
’kingly'. This rule clearly applies across pword boundaries as it also accounts for the 
’blocking' of g-spirantization in compounds like Köni[k]rei[<j] 'kingdom' (cf. 
Drosdowski (ed.) 1990: 75). The suffix -ms does not attach to stems which end in n 
(cf. by contrast the English formations cleanness, brazenness, etc). The suffix -lein 
does not attach to stems which end in -/ (cf. by contrast the English formations 
snaillike, vowellike, etc). These examples suggest that in German the pword is not 
the relevant domain for the dissimilatory constraints in question.83 Why this 
systematic difference between English and German exists is unclear.

7. THE ISSUE OF ABSTRACTNESS

To explain the Observation that certain gaps in word-formation arise to avoid stress 
clashes it is necessary to refer to the (surface) stress pattern of both the input and the 
candidates. Specifically, the evaluation of candidate forms w.r.t. the constraint 
IDENT(S), which requires the stress in the derived form to be identical to the stress on 
the corresponding syllables in the base, requires reference to the surface represen- 
tation.

But just how concrete should the phonological representations be to allow one to 
capture the relevant generalizations? Consider again the gaps due to the constraints 
which ban identical Segments within the phonological word (e.g. *LjLj, SHELL). In 
many English dialects liquids or stops have clearly distinct allophones depending on 
their position within the syllable. Recall that the t is aspirated in syllable-initial 
Position, glottalized in coda position, and flapped when ambisyllabic. Similarly, the 
/ is often vocalized in coda position but not in onset position in British English (cf. 
Wells 1982: 258ff). As a result on the phonetic level the constraint against identical 
segments in forms like *acutity, *appealal, *revolvereer, *closetette , etc. is not 
violated and therefore cannot be invoked to explain their ungrammaticality. Yet, it 
seems intuitively clear that the various phonetic realizations of stops or liquids in 
English dialects do not affect the unacceptability of those forms. It appears then that 
the notion of distinctiveness or structure-preservation is crucial when defining the 
level of abstractness which is relevant for describing phonological effects in word 
formation.84

The notion of distinctiveness is also crucial for describing the restrictions on 
intensive-.? formations in English. As was noted by Stampe (1972), the prefix [s] 
never attaches to words with an initial voiced stop. The rule is illustrated with 
examples from Wright's English dialect grammar in (85):85

(85) a. s+voiceless stop b.s+sonorant c. *s+voiced stop
s+clash —» sclash s+lounge —> slounge s+bat —» 0



s+crunch —» scrunch 
s+plunge —> splunge 
s+quilt —» squilt 
s+trample —> strample

s+matter —» smatter 
s+notch —» snotch 
s+rake —> srake 
s+wang —> swang

s+gush —> 0  
s+dash —> 0

The dilemma reflected by the gap in (85c) can be described as follows. Any 
y-formation based on a word with an initial voiced stop such as bash would be either 
phonologically ill-formed (e.g. *[sb]ay/i) or the stop in the derived word would differ 
from the corresponding stop in the base regarding the feature voice (e.g. y[p]ay/i- 
[b]as/t).86 The two relevant constraints are stated below:

(86) a. AGREE VOICE
Obstruent clusters must agree w.r.t. the feature [ivoice]. Domain: 
syllable 

b. IDENT(F)
Corresponding consonants must have identical values for distinctive 
features.

The analysis of the gap in (85c) is illustrated in tableau (87): 

(87)

s+baes AGREE VOICE IDENT(F) M-PARSE

sbaes *!

spaes *!

*s-baes

The constraint ranking in (87) accounts for the acceptability of the attested 
s-prefixations as is illustrated in (88):

(88)

s+klxs AGREE VOICE IDENT(F) M-PARSE

V sklass

s+klaes *!

The point of interest here is that there are clear phonetic differences between the 
acceptable formations and their respective bases. The corresponding stops in the 
onsets in (85a) differ with respect to aspiration (e.g. [kh]lash versus s[k]/as/i) and the 
corresponding sonorants in the onsets in (85b) differ with respect to voicing (e.g.



[1 ]ounge versus styounge). However, neither aspiration nor voicing in sonorants is 
distinctive in English, so the formations in (85) do not violate identity constraints. It 
appears then that allophonic features cannot cause gaps or allomorphy.87

The Claim that reference to phonemic representations is not only necessary but 
sufficient for a description of English morphophonology might seem to be refuted by 
the coinages in (89):

Nix[s]n+ian —» Nix[6w]nian
’Nixon+ian’ 'Nixonian'
Sieg[s]n+ian —> Sieg[e]nian
'Siegen+ian' 'Siegenian'
Jord[a]n+ian —> Jord[ey]nian
'Jordan+ian' 'Jordanian'

Within classic generative phonology the vowel alternations in (89) are described 
by positing abstract underlying vowels in the underived words. Such descriptions fail 
to explain how the coiners of the derived forms in (89) could identify that abstract 
vowel. In the examples in (89) alternations cannot play a role. Obviously the vowels 
are inferred from the written representations. It certainly seems plausible that the 
coiners of the derivations in (89) were literate. The input for word formation in (89) 
consists accordingly of both a graphemic and a phonemic representation as is 
illustrated in (90):

(90) <Nixon> + <ian>
riikson + ion

In native word formation the occurrence of full vowel-schwa alternations appears to 
be largely confined to names (cf. also N[3]päl-N[t]palese). While there are many loan 
words which show such alternations comparable coinages tend to be unacceptable. 
This indicates a high ranking of the relevant identity constraint w.r.t. M-PARSE for 
almost all suffixes as is illustrated by the gaps in (91b) (cf. also the examples in 
(44b)):

(91) a. modernity - modern (cf. F modernite) b. western+ity —» 0  (*westernity)
original - örigin (cf. L originalis) zeppelin+al —» 0  (*zeppelinal)
persönify - person (cf. F personnifier) pigeon+ify —> 0  (*pigeönify)

Coinages which do involve full vowel-schwa alternations are typically confined to 
certain endings as is illustrated in (92):

(92) märgin[ol] - märginfseloti] 
gener[os] - gencr[äsati] 
drink[obol] - drink[obiloti)



Arguably the examples of word formation in (92) are not due to suffixation but rather 
involve ’correlative pattems' (cf. Marchand 1969). Correlative patterns are inferred on 
the basis of recognized relations between words as in (93a):

The inference of correlative patterns presupposes that learners have recognized 
relations between words which exhibit alternations in the endings but not in the 
initial Strings. Word formation which is based on correlative patterns involves the in- 
stantiation of variables by strings which need not be independent words as is shown 
in (93b). This type of word formation typically shows complete productivity, which 
is atypical for derivational morphology.

The claim that the word formation in (93b) is based on the association of speci-
fic phonological strings is supported by the Observation that nouns which involve 
slightly different patterns like specious-*specity or pernicious-*pernicity are unac- 
ceptable. The complete productivity of the pattern in (93) compared to the unaccept- 
ability of slightly different patterns could not be expressed if the noun in (93b) was 
derived by -ity suffixation. Instead this contrast in acceptability indicates that Speak-
ers do not associate the suffix -ity with phonological effects like vowel laxing, fri- 
cative depalatalization, and truncation but rather apply specific correlative pattems in 
the formation of new words by variable Substitution. The application of the cor-
relative pattern X[eysos]A-X[£es3ti]N in word formation hence Overrides the con- 
straints on -ity suffixation.88

8.1. Differences with descriptions in terms o f affix classes

In generative descriptions of English morphophonology affixes are typically grouped 
to account for the putative correlation of properties like those illustrated in (94) (cf. 
Chomsky and Halle 1968; Siegel 1974; Selkirk 1982):

(93) a. Inference of a correlative pattem:

aud[eysos]A - aud[£esoti]N 
sag[eysos]A - sag[aes3ti]N 
ten[eysos]A - ten[£esoti]N 
.\X[eysos]A - X[aesoti]N

b. Application of the pattern in 
word formation:
Input: nug[eysos]A 
X[eysos]A - X[£es3ti]N 
.•.nug[eysas]A - nug[ffiS3ti]N

8. DIFFERENCES WITH PREVIOUS WORK

(94) a. dass I dass II
attach also to stems 
trigger stress shifts 
trigger segmental adjustments

yes no
yes no
yes no



b. Class I: -ous, -al, -ity, -ize, ify, ...
Class II -ness, -less, -ful, -hood, ish, ...

The correlations in (94) are generally associated with the origin of the suffixes: 
class I suffixes are mostly Latinate and class II suffixes are mostly Germanic. 
However, class membership is an idiosyncratic property of affixes which is not 
phonologically determined. There is hence no claim that the onset of a suffix plays 
any role in English morphophonology. Examples to illustrate the correlation of class 
I properties are given in (95):

stem-based Trisyllabic Laxing stress shift
-ous heinous [ajminous (cf. [owjmen) indüstrious(cf. (ndustry)
-al liberal n[ae Jtural (cf. n[ey]ture) original (cf. örigin)
-ity affinity s[ae]nity (cf. s[ey]ne) legälity (cf. (legal)
-ize ostracize p[ae]tronize (cf. p[ey]tron) immunize (cf. (immune)
-ify edify m[a]dify (cf. m[ow]de)persönify (cf. person)

However, when only native word formation and additional phonological effects 
(notably the sensitivity of affixes to phonological properties of the stem) are taken 
into account the distinction between the two classes evaporates. First, it is incorrect 
that Latinate affixes can attach to non-words. Putative stem-based word formation is 
generally due to the fact that an affixed word, but not its etymological base, has been 
borrowed. For example, the Old French adjective hai'neus, but not its base hai'ne, was 
borrowed into English with the result that Modern English heinous lacks a word 
base. Crucially, the non-existence of the word hein in English implies that the adjec-
tive heinous could not have been formed natively.

The characterization of Germanic affixation as word-based is due to the fact that 
borrowings happen to be exceedingly rare among words derived by Germanic affixes. 
However, there is a second source of putative stem-based word formation, which also 
affects natively derived words. That is, occasionally the base of a derived word, but 
not the derived word itself, becomes obsolete. Some examples from Germanic are 
wistful-^wist, hapless-^hap, shabby-jshab, uncouth-^couth. In such cases it is also 
misleading to state that Germanic affixes can exceptionally attach to stems since the 
words in question were formed before the respective bases became obsolete.

Trisyllabic Laxing plays no role in native word-formation regardless of the ori-
gin of the affix (cf. section 4.6.). By contrast, stress-related phonological effects ob- 
tain for almost all vowel-initial suffixes. However, no two suffixes show the same 
effects which is true even for near-homophonous suffixes like -ee, -eer, and -ese or 
adjectival and nominal -al (cf. sections 4.1, 4.2.).89 Consider further the Latinate 
suffixes -ize and -ify, both of which yield verbs. Verbs derived by the suffix -ize sys- 
tematically violate the constraint * LAPSE, which prohibits two adjacent unstressed 
syllables, to satisfy IDENT(S) while the opposite ranking between those constraints 
obtains for verbs derived by -ify suffixation. Some examples are shown in (96):



rädical+ize —» rädicalize 
höspital+ize —> höspitalize 
chäracter+ize —> chäracterize

sölid+ify —♦ *sölidify 
person+ify —» *personify 
hi'story+ify —> *historify

The suffixes -al and -ous both show a restriction to maximally ternary final feet (cf. 
by contrast the suffixes in {!)). However, they differ in that -al freely attaches to 
monosyllabic stems (cf. (97a)). That is, in terms of output forms the suffix -ous 
shows a preference for dactyls (cf. (97b)) whereas the suffix -al shows no such 
preference:

(97) a. tide+al tidal 
tube+al —> tübal 
tribe+al —» trfbal 
globe+al —> global

b.hill+ous —» 0  cf. mountain+ous —> möuntainous 
creep+ous —> 0  cf. träitor+ous —» träitorous 
chill+ous —» 0  cf. fever+ous —» feverous 
risk+ous —» 0  cf. häzard+ous —» häzardous

It is hard to see how the ränge of stress-related effects (i.e. gaps and allomorphy) 
exhibited by English suffixes can be captured in terms of suffix classes. A partial 
solution would be to limit reference to affix classes to account for allomorphy (i.e. 
systematic stress shifts) and to describe gaps in terms of phonological subcate- 
gorization frames associated with each affix (cf. Inkelas 1990; Booij and Lieber 
1993). However, it is widely accepted now that such an approach fails to reveal the 
motivation behind phonologically conditioned gaps (cf. Booij 1998 and references 
therein). The approach advocated here is to associate to each suffix a specific ranking 
for the constraints IDENT(S), *CLASH, *LAPSE, and constraints on foot size. The fact 
that Germanic suffixes exhibit generally no stress effects follows from the fact that 
they typically Start with a consonant.

Descriptions of English morphonology in terms of affix-classes are inadequate 
not only in that they fail to capture systematic differences between Latinate suffixes. 
They also fail to capture similarities between Latinate and Germanic suffixes. The 
consonant-initial Latinate suffix -ment is similar to all consonant-initial Germanic 
suffixes in that it exhibits no phonological effects. On the other hand, the vowel- 
initial Germanic suffixes -en and comparative -er are similar to many vowel-initial 
Latinate suffixes in that they are sensitive to the metrical structure of their stem. The 
vowel-initial Germanic suffix -ish is similar to many vowel-initial Latinate suffixes 
in that it avoids violations of the constraint SHELL. These similarities are expressed 
by way of associating the suffixes with identical rankings between the constraints in 
question.

To summarize, descriptions of English morphonology in terms of arbitrary affix- 
classes fail to capture the generalization that the onset of a suffix determines whether 
or not it exhibits phonological effects. Those descriptions also fail to express the 
generalization that in English phonological effects in word formation are found only 
within the domain of syllabification. Both generalizations are expressed by inte- 
grating suffixes with insufficient onsets into the pword of the stem and by specifying



the pword as the domain for phonological constraints in word formation.

8.2. Differences with Burzio's (1994) analysis

Burzio's (1994) description of stress patterns in English suffixation differs from other 
descriptions in that all suffixes are metrified. In this approach, even the suffixes 
-ness, -less, and -ment, which are generally classified as stress-neutral, are syste- 
matically integrated into the foot structure of any stem whose phonological structure 
allows for the integration of an additional syllable. The stems in question end either 
in a stressed syllable (cf. (98a)) or in trochaic foot optionally closed by a sonorant or 
s (cf. (98b)). If those suffixes are not integrable they are parsed as a separate foot as 
shown in (98c). A final null vowel is posited to satisfy foot binarity:

(98) a. Zw Zs b. Z c. Zs Z ,̂
K  / \  / K  / K N
ct ct ct ct ct ct ct ct o  ct ct ct

ta ci turn ness bra zen ness ge ne rous ness 0

Burzio does not refer to pwords. However, on the assumption that consonant- 
initial suffixes are not integrated into the pword of the stem the foot structures in 
(98a) and (98b) are ruled out by the Prosodie Hierarchy. Instead the structures are 
those shown in (99), which account not only for the stress patterns but also for sylla- 
bification90 and for the occurrence of word-internal geminates like tacitur[n.n]ess, 
braze[n.n]ess.

(99)
c C C

(/\ «A (/\
\ i \ 1 \

Zs Zw \ z  \
/ \  1 \ / K  \
ct o o c ct ct o CT O  O  CT
ta ci turn ness bra zen ness ge ne rous ness

The descriptions of stress in (98) and (99) differ in two respects. According to 
Burzio's description the suffix constitutes a separate foot and is consequently stressed 
when it attaches to a stem which ends in a dactyl or a trochee which ends in an 
obstruent other than s. He does not discuss the phonological evidence for this claim 
but to my knowledge the suffix is invariably unstressed as expressed in (99). A 
second difference concerns relative prominence relations in words like tacitumness, 
which show remetrification as a result of -ness suffixation according to Burzio. The 
evidence he cites are patterns like drbiträry-ärbiträriness, i'mitätive-imitätiveness,



which he Claims obtain "for many American Speakers" (Burzio 1994: 240). It is un- 
clear if such stress shifts always involve adjectives ending in -dry and -ätive and if 
they correlate with a reversal of relative prominence relations in other clitic struc- 
tures. At least the relative prominence pattem in (98a) appears to be generally unac- 
ceptable.

Burzio's description differs from mine not only in that all suffixes are metrified 
but also in that stress effects are claimed to be predictable on the basis of the phono- 
logical form of the suffix. While such a description would go beyond the one I have 
proposed he achieves this aim only at the expense of considerable abstractness. 
Consider again the distinct stress effects triggered by the monosyllabic suffixes in 
(100a) versus (100b), which I have attributed to the suffix-initial segment:

(100)a. accömpany+ment —» accömpanyment b. gelatin+ous —> gelätinous
generous+ness —» generousness medicin+al —> medicinal
chäracter+less —> chäracterless 
bächelor+hood —> bächelorhood

According to Burzio, stress neutrality in (100a) is due not to the presence of a sylla- 
ble onset but rather to the structure of the rhyme. Specifically, he Claims that -ment, 
but not -al or -ous, can constitute a separate foot due to the final cluster. To account 
for the stress neutrality of the remaining cases he Claims that the suffixes -less and 
-ness contain final geminates and the suffix -hood contains a long vowel whereas the 
suffixes -al and -ous contain only short segments. There is no independent evidence 
for those Claims. Is it a coincidence that all suffixes for which abstract length is pos- 
tulated to account for stress neutrality Start with a consonant?

Consider next Burzio's account of some systematic differences between vowel- 
initial suffixes. The stress-neutrality of the suffix -ize (cf. personal+ize —> personal- 
ize) compared to the stress shift in -ify suffixation (person+ify —» persönify) is ac- 
counted for by claiming that -ize, but not -fy, constitutes a separate foot. However, 
there is no discernible difference between the stress on those suffixes. Similarly, 
stress neutrality in -acy-suffixation (cf. dccurate+acy —> äccuracy) compared to stress 
shifts in -ity suffixations ( legal+ity -4 legdlity) is accounted for by positing the 
metrically distinct lexical representations ity) and a)cy for those suffixes, where the 
right parenthesis marks the right foot boundary. Systematic differences between the 
suffixes -ic and -al are accounted for by positing a null vowel before the right foot 
boundary in the lexical representation of the suffix -ic (i.e. ic0) versus a)l). There is 
no independent phonological evidence for any of these representations which calls 
into question their explanatory power.91 What prevents the linguist from positing 
long segments, null vowels, or foot boundaries to account for different stress 
effects?92 What is to be gained by such a description especially with regard to a 
theory of possible phonological effects in word formation?

Consider finally Burzio's account of gaps, which is similar to mine in that gaps 
result when suffixation would violate either a constraint on metrical wellformedness



or a constraint which requires stress identity w.r.t. the base. Specifically he States 
that suffixes which require stress neutrality but cannot constitute a separate foot 
attach only to stems that can integrate them as a syllable. The suffixes which are 
allegedly subject to this restriction include the consonant-initial suffixes -ful, -dom, 
and -some (Burzio 1994: 259, 273ff), which are claimed to differ from -less, -ness and 
-hood in that they cannot constitute a separate foot.

While it is true that there are very few cases of -ful, -dom, or -some suffixation 
based on dactylic or trochaic stems which end in a consonant other than a sonorant or 
s, it is doubtful that that gap is statistically significant. Rather the rarity of such 
words appears to be due to the relatively low productivity of those suffixes (in 
comparison to -less or -ness)93 and the low ratio of potential bases with the required 
phonological properties. For example, there are several hundred trochaic nouns in 
English which end in a sonorant compared to only about a dozen which end in a p. 
The existence of twenty -/«/-suffixations based on trochaic stems ending in a 
sonorant compared to only one ending in -p (i.e. wörshipful) is therefore to be ex- 
pected. The rarity of dactylic stems presumably reflects the rarity of non-Germanic 
bases in -ful, -dom, or -some suffixation.94 Note finally that while capturing rather 
dubious gaps in -ful, -dom, or -some suffixation, Burzio's analysis fails to account 
for the stress-related gaps in -ize, -eer, or -ous suffixation.

9. PHONOLOGICAL CONSTRAINTS ON MORPHOLOGICAL ANALYSIS

In sections 2 and 3 I have argued for a limitation to native word formation when de- 
scribing the conditions on the synthesis of words. In this section I will present 
evidence which suggests that the analysis of words, specifically base recognition, is 
subject to independent phonological conditions (cf. Raffelsiefen 1993, 1998). Those 
conditions are similar to identity constraints on word formation in that they require 
certain aspects of the phonemic representations of derived words and their base to be 
identical.95

There is evidence that English hearers relate irregulär plural forms as shown in 
(la) to the cognate singulär forms only if the pairs exhibit no more than one 
alternation.96 Compare the cognates in (101a), which exhibit a single voicing alter- 
nation and for which recognition succeeds, with the cognates in (101b), which ex-
hibit an additional vowel alternation and for which recognition fails. The shafted 
arrow indicates morphological analysis (i.e. 'A B’ means ’B is recognized as the 
base of A', 'A *—> B' means B is not recognized as the base of A').

(101)a. shel[v]es —> shel[f] b. st[eyv]es * —» st[aef]

scar[v]es —» scar[f]
'staves' 
cl[iyv]es *
t
cl[owö]es * 
'clothes'

’staff 
-> cl[if] 

’cliff
lea[v]es lea[f] -> cl[o0] 

’cloth'



— >



synthesis but shows that morphological analysis is determined by specific identity 
conditions. The conditions are that the relatedness between plurals and Singulars in 
English can succeed only if either all consonants or the initial minimal word, which 
includes the onset and at least two moras, are identical. These conditions pertain 
specifically to plural-singular relations in English. Tense relations can be recognized 
even if they involve more than one alternation (e.g. left-leave, taught-teach),97 
whereas in derivational morphology, base recognition can be thwarted by even a 
single alternation. Compare the causatives in (103a), which are clearly related to their 
base verbs, to the causatives in (103b), which exhibit a voicing alternation and are no 
longer related to their historical base:

(103)a. warmJxv 

coolJxv " 

cleanJxv

> warm]A b.

cool]A

clean]A

clo[z]e]xv * —>clo[s]e]A
'close' 'close'
sa[v]e]xv * —> sa[f]e]A
'save' 'safe'
lo[z]e]Tv * -» lo[s]e]A
'lose' 'loose'

The claim that base recognition succeeds in (103a) is supported by the fact that 
the causatives can be paraphrased with reference to their etymological base (cf. 
(104a)). This is not the case for the causatives in (103b):

(104) a. to warm the meal
'to make the meal warm'
to cool the beer
'to make the beer cool’
to clean the pipe
'to make the pipe clean'

b. to close the door
*'to make the door close]/
to save time
*'to make the time safe'
to lose money
*'to make the money loose'

Base recognition in derivationally related words which exhibit voice alternations does 
not necessarily fail as is shown by the pairs in (105):

(105) excu[s][M —> ex cü [z ]v
abü[s]N — > abu[z]y
advi[s]N —> advi[z]v
belie[f]N —> b eh e[v ]v
relie[f]N —> relie [v ]v

The Claim that the nouns in (105) are related to their etymological base is supported 
not only by their meaning affinities but also by the evidence from noun to verb 
conversion. Generally, English nouns can be converted to verbs (cf. (106a)) unless 
they are relatable to a base (cf. (106b)):98

(106) a. to culture (*cult) b. *to failure (—> fail)



to pity (*pit) 
to mirror (*mirr)

*to safety (—> safe) 
*to error (—» err)

The fact that the nouns in (105) resist conversion to verbs is accordingly indicative of 
successful base recognition (cf.*ro excü[s], *to abü[s], *to adviIs], *to beli'e[f], *to 
relie[f]). While there is clear evidence then that the nouns in (105) are analysed as 
deverbal in spite of the voice alternation it is less clear what role that alternation 
itself plays in the analysis. Significantly, base recognition appears to succeed also for 
the cognates in (107a), which exhibit isolated alternations, as is indicated by both the 
semantic and morphological properties of the nouns (i.e. resistance to verb 
conversion as shown in (107b)):

(107)a. inten[t]N —» inten[d]y b. *to inten[t]

In view of the non-recurrence of the alternations in (107a) it appears that the 
conditions for base recognition must refer to the identity of phonological structure. 
Specifically, the data show that base recognition for iambic nouns succeeds if the 
cognates exhibit identical initial minimal w ords." It is unclear why this condition is 
insufficient for the analysis of the causatives in (103b). Perhaps the phonological 
conditions for base recognition differ for abstract nouns and causative verbs. Also the 
difference in the number of syllables between the verbs in (103b) and the nouns in
(105) could play a role. It is further conceivable that the markedness of iambic nouns 
in English alerts the hearer to the likely existence of a base.100 What seems clear is 
that one and the same alternation can impede the analysis of some words but not 
others depending on the specific conditions for base recognition.

To summarize, the data reviewed here suggest that the phonological conditions 
for base recognition are identity requirements which can be relaxed because of specific 
properties of the input word (e.g. inflectedness, markedness in phonological form). 
For words which lack those properties alternations will result in failed base recog-
nition, regardless of how frequent the alternation is (cf. voice alternations in English 
fricatives in (101b) and (103b)). For words which have those properties base 
recognition can succeed regardless of how isolated the alternations are. (e.g. the pairs 
in (102a) and (107a)). None of those generalizations can be expressed in a synthesis 
model of morphology.

offen[s]N —> offen[d]v 
respön[s]N —»respön[d]v 
appläu[z]N —> appläu[d]y 
decei[t]N —> decei[v]v

*to offen[s] 
*to respön[s] 
*to applau[z] 
*to decei[t]

10. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

The methodological basis of this description of English morphophonology is the



limitation to native word formation. This limitation is motivated by the observation 
that there are separate conditions for morphological synthesis and analysis.

I have presented evidence that in English only glide- and vowel-initial suffixation 
exhibits phonologically conditioned gaps and allomorphy. I have argued that both 
types of effects are related in that they serve to satisfy constraints on output forms. 
The observation that phonologial effects in word formation depend on the initial 
segment of the suffix is explained by ranking constraints to the effect that onsetless 
syllables (or syllables with insufficient onsets) are integrated into the pword of the 
stem. The generalization is then that English suffixes exhibit phonological effects 
only if they are fused into one pword with their stem. This generalization suggests 
that in English, the pword constitutes the domain for phonological constraints in 
word formation, which is not true universally (cf. the German data discussed at the 
end of section 6).101

While the phonological effects exhibited by English suffixation can be described 
with reference to a relatively small number of independently motivated constraints 
there is clear evidence that there are no suffixes, not even homophonous suffixes, 
which show the same phonological effects. Unless one is willing to sweep those 
systematic differences under the rüg (cf. the indiscrimate assignment of those suffixes 
to one or two levels in Lexical Phonology) it must be concluded that the constraint 
ordering differs for each suffix. The acquistion of English morphophonology amounts 
thus to acquiring a particular ordering of (innate) constraints for each affix.102

The phonological constraints on word formation apply at the phonemic level and 
can be divided into three groups: phonological constraints (PHON), identity con-
straints (IDENT), and M-PARSE. For each of the three types of phonological effects in 
word formation (see figure (9)) a constraint from one group is dominated by con-
straints from the other two groups, as is shown in table 108. Phonologically 
conditioned gaps are largely confined to derivational morphology which suggests that 
for inflectional suffixes the constraint M-PARSE is generally undominated.103

(108) a. non-canonical sound patterns IDENT, M-PARSE »PHON 
b. allomorphy PHON, M-PARSE »  IDENT
C. gaps IDENT, PHON »  M-PARSE

The observation that there exist phonological effects in word formation which 
are clearly output-oriented raises the question of whether reference to output forms 
suffices to describe all such effects. The answer to this question depends to some 
extent on the linguist's bias. Consider for example the suffix -ous, which prefers 
trochaic stems (cf. section 8). For those who believe that all feet should be binary 
that restriction can only be expressed with reference to input forms. However, if one 
feels free to make use of the complete foot inventory established within traditional 
metrics, that restriction can be expressed as a requirement to yield dactylic feet in 
output forms. Recall that reference to dactyls in output forms is needed independently 
to capture the distribution of -eryl-ry or -encel-ency (cf. section 5).104 Similarly, the 
fact that the nominal suffix -al attaches only to iambic feet is expressable in terms of



output forms, but only if one is willing to refer to amphibrachs.
Consider next a case of a seemingly arbitrary segmental restriction. The English 

glide-intial suffixes -ion and -ure attach only to stems ending in a coronal obstruent. 
Significantly only these obstruents allow the resulting formations to have less 
sonorous and therefore improved onsets, i.e. the obstruents s, z, c and j. That is, 
stem-final coronals are the only consonants which assimilate with palatal glides such 
that structure preservation, the constraint which prohibits complex onsets, and certain 
identity constraints are satisfied. The identity constraints in question require the 
features [+obstruent], [+coronal] and [+palatal] of the output to correspond to 
identical features in the input.105

Limiting reference to output constraints is desirable because it allows for a 
highly restrictive theory. A few predictions which would follow from such a theory 
are listed in (109) and (110):

(109)

Possible gaps Relevant constraints

a. Suffixes which include a liquid Lj can 
resist attachment to a stem which 
contains Lj, but they cannot select such a 
stem.

There is a constraint *L|Lj, but there is 
no constraint which re-quires that words 
contain identical liquids.

b. Suffixes which consist of a sequence 
VCj can resist attachment to a stem 
ending in C,, but they cannot select such 
a stem.

There is a constraint S H E L L ,  but there is 
no constraint which requires that a syl-
lable nucleus be flanked by identical 
consonants (cf. Vennemann 1988).

c Vowel-initial suffixes can resist attach-
ment to a stem which ends in a conso- 
nant with high sonority but they cannot 
select such a stem.106

Syllable onsets are the more preferred 
the less sonorous they are (cf. 
Vennemann 1988).

d Suffixes with initial stress can resist at-
tachment to a stem which ends in a 
stressed syllable but they cannot select 
such a stem.

There is a constraint * c l a s h , but there is 
no constraint which requires adjacent 
syllables to be stressed.



( H O )

Possible allomorphy rules

a. Identity violations may only result in the 
dissimilation but not in the assimilation of 
(non-adjacent) liquids.

see (109a)

b. Identity violations may only result in the 
dissimilation but not in the assimilation of 
consonants which flank the nucleus

see (109b)

c Identity violations may only result in a 
sonority decrease of a consonant in 
onset position.

see (109c)

d Identity violations may only result in 
altemating stress but not in a stress clash.

see (109d)

By contrast, a theory which also allows for constraints on input forms in terms 
of phonological subcategorization frames entails none of the predictions above.

The question of whether those predictions hold universally and of whether all 
phonological effects in word formation can be expressed in terms of output con-
straints is of course an empirical issue in need of further investigation.107 Clearly, 
the restriction to output constraints is theoretically interesting only insofar as those 
constraints are independently motivated and can be assumed to be universal.108 To 
ensure independent motivation I propose to admit only those constraints which play a 
role in sound change.109 This condition holds for all constraints discussed in this 
paper. Note finally that a strictly output-oriented description requires the aban-
donment of the widely accepted limitation to binary feet. Hopefully this conclusion 
will encourage the proponents of foot binarity to reexamine the empirical basis for 
their assumption.

NOTES

1 In this paper I develop several ideas presented in Raffelsiefen (1992), (1993), (1996). 
Some of the new proposals discussed here were first presented at the Annual Meeting of the 
Deutsche Gesellschaft Für Sprachwissenschaft in Düsseldorf in March 1997. I thank Geert 
Booij, George Smith, and two anonymous reviewers for helpful criticisms. Special thanks 
are due to Mike Brame for many hours of discussion and to Bruce Straub for proof-reading.
2 They do not necessarily appear exclusively in onset position because of ambisyllabi- 
city. Specifically, consonants which are preceded by a [-consonantal] Segment and follow- 
ed by an unstressed vowel are ambisyllabic in American English, which is true regardless 
of the morphological structure of the word (cf. the examples bu[t]er 'butter’, wri[r]er



'writer', where the flap indicates ambisyllabicity) (cf. Kahn 1976).
3 According to Kahn voiceless stops are always aspirated in syllable-initial position 
even if the following syllable is unstressed (cf. Kahn 1976: 41 ff).
4 The stops /p/ and /t/ are unreleased in syllable final position if no obstruent precedes 
(cf. Kahn 1976: 48).
5 For some Speakers the LOI (i.e. 'Law of Initials') is dominated by a phonological 
constraint which prohibits complex onsets in stressless syllables. Those Speakers have 
different syllabifications for vowel- versus consonant-initial Suffixes only in the pair 
triple+oid -  trip+like, but not in the remaining pairs, which involve stressless suf-fixes.
6 The Law of Initials requires all prevocalic consonants to be syllabified as syllable 
onsets unless the clusters in question do not occur word-initially. Since the cluster pl does 
occur word-initially (cf. plain, plum) this cluster should be syllabified in onset position if 
a vowel follows.
7 To my knowledge the assumption that only vowel-initial or glide-initial Suffixes are 
integrated into the pword of the stem is consistent with English syllable structure. 
Contradicting evidence is cited by Halle and Mohanan (1985), who posit a rule of 
/-resyllabification in compounds to account for their Observation that the / constitutes the 
onset of the following syllable in the compound seal office, but not in the phrase the seal 
offered a doughnut. This rule does not appear to be part of Standard British or American 
English. It is odd for a rule of resyllabification to be confined to one segment.
8 It is unclear if this suffix, which was originally an independent word, still constitutes 
a separate pword or should be represented as a clitic. Clearly, the suffix constitutes a foot. 
For more discussion of the prosodic structure of suffixed words see section 6.
9 Another term for identity constraint is 'output-output correspondence constraint'. 
Identity constraints hold only between independent words in English and are thus closely 
related to the notion of the cycle developed in Brame (1974).
10 The suffix -acy, for instance, requires the stress but not the wordfinal VC-string of the 
base to be preserved as is shown by the example in (7).
11 Perhaps identity effects w.r.t. syllable structure do not exist. In that case there should 
be no languages in which stern-final consonants followed by a vowel-initial suffix occur 
in coda position to satisfy identity w.r.t. the base. To resolve this issue it is necessary to 
establish criteria for distinguishing suffixation from compounding. Words like English 
wide-eyed, cross-eyed, clear-eyed, bug-eyed but also German orkanartig 'like a hurricane', 
aalartig 'like an eel’, wolkenartig 'like clouds' are clearly compounds although for seman- 
tic reasons English -eyed or German -artig do not occur by themselves.
12 For universal constraints on syllable structure, see Vennemann (1988). The condi- 
tions on syllabification in American English are described by Kahn (1976).
13 Some of the data discussed here and their description in terms of affix-specific con-
straint rankings have also been presented in Raffelsiefen (1996).
14 Cf. Liberman and Prince (1977).
15 The quality of the first vowel is based on the spelling of the word (for a discussion of 
this point see section 7).
16 To eliminate candidates like giräjfeneer, which also satisfy both *c l a sh  and ide nt (s ), 
m-pa r s e  must be dominated by an additional identity constraint which prohibits epen- 
thesis.
17 Relative prominence in the winner in (20) is determined by an independent phono-
logical constraint which requires that tense high vowels in word-final syllables carry main



stress.
18 The OED lists roughly 1400 -ize-formations. The fact that among these entries there 
are perhaps twenty verbs which are based on words with final stress (including mono- 
syllabic words) still leaves a statistically significant gap to be explained. These ex- 
ceptions are usually characterized by low token frequency and are typically rejected by 
native Speakers (e.g. Iconcretize, IMarxize). Considering the fact that English is com- 
monly used by non-native Speakers the occurrence of such miscoinages is remarkably low.
19 Similarly it is conceivable that -ize suffixation like äptize should be considered un- 
grammatical even if all other Suffixes were to freely violate the constraint *CLASH (cf. the 
suffix -ee).
20 The ungrammaticality of the nouns in (23b) cannot generally be explained by 
blocking since several verbs lack derived nominals (e.g. ignore, remain, secure, deserve), 
whereas others coexist with potential blockers (e.g. adaptation, adaption; perturbation, 
perturbance, perlurbancy, accusation, accusal).
21 The only unclear case is the noun indentation which, however, has a corresponding 
form in French (i.e. French indentation).
22 Cf. the notion of correlative patterns discussed in section 7.
23 Following Chomsky and Halle (1968), Pater (1995) analyses the pretonic stress in 
words like cöndensätion as an identity effect with respect to the verb condense. Granted 
that no nouns in -ation are actually derived from iambic verbs in English the existence of 
such systematic identity effects seems unlikely. In fact, the stress patterns of the nouns in 
question are predictable on the basis of their segmental structure, specifically on the basis 
of the sonority of the segment which closes the pretonic syllable. That is, stress is most 
stable if that syllable is closed by an obstruent (cf. ädäptätion, expectdtion, ticktäcktöe), 
somewhat stable if it closed by a nasal (cf. cdndemnätion-cöndemndtion, cöndensä- 
tion-cöndensation), least stable if it closed by Irl (cf. Information, perturbation), and im- 
possible if the syllable is open (cf. explandtion, derivätion). Vowel height plays a role as 
well as stress is most stable for low vowels (demärkätion, chimpänzee).

While identity effects can generally not be established for any of the -ation nouns 
which happen to have iambic cognates in English the ungrammaticality of medial stress 
in words like cömpensätion cannot be explained on purely phonological grounds. This 
noun, however, is based on a verb ending in -ate (i.e. cömpensäte) which means that it can 
be formed natively. (The relevant rule of word formation involves the correlative pattem 
Xate-Xation discussed in section 7.) The ungrammatical medial stress in *cdmpensdtion 
can accordingly be described by a constraint which requires stress identity w.r.t. its base 
cömpensäte. (This is not to deny that sporadically loanwords can be affected by identity 
effects as a result of successful base recognition (cf. section 9). For example, the vowel 
change in ob[e]sity to ob[iy]sity is certainly an identity effect in relation to the adjective 
obese.)
24 The assumption that affixes can become productive only if there is a large set of 
potential bases which satisfy their specific syntactic and phonological constraints ac- 
counts also for the low productivity of the suffix -ify in comparison to -ize. That is be- 
cause the suffix -ify Starts with a stressless syllable and attaches to nouns or adjectives, 
which typically end in a stressless syllable. As a result -ify suffixation would typically 
violate either the constraint i d e n t (s ) (e.g. * randömify-random) or the constraint *LAPSE, 
which prohibits adajcent unstressed syllables (e.g. rdndomify). It appears then that the 
potential productivity of Suffixes is confined by their sound shape and the canonical sound



patterns of the syntactic category they subcategorize for.
In addition, the non-coronal consonant in the suffix -ify conceivably also contri- 

butes to its low productivity. In consonant-initial Suffixes, which are insensitive to the 
phonological properties of the stem, non-coronal Segments seem to generally impede 
productivity (cf. the low productivity of the nominal Suffixes -dom, -ship, compared to 
their rival -ness)
25 The examples in (28a) are American English. In British English all nonlateral liquids 
in coda position have disappeared. The fact that liquids in onset position have never 
disappeared indicates that the constraint ONSET has consistently dominated the constraint 
*LjL| in all varieties of English.
26 Consider also the sound changes in the Romance languages shown in (i), all of which 
'conspire' to satisfy the constraint *LjLj:

(i) Latin: arbor ’tree' > Spanish: arbol ’tree' / Italian: albero ’tree'
Latin: marmor 'marble' > Spanish: marmol ’marble' / Italian: marmo ’marble'

27 Verbs which exhibit *LjLj violations are typically based on nonverbs (cf. (ia)) or are 
onomatopoetic (cf. (ib)):

(i)a. label (labelN —> labely) b. lull
level (leveljsj —> levely) roar
belittle (be+littleA —» belittlev ) murmur

28 Following common practice the term 'onset' will be used as an alternative expression 
for 'head' and refer to all segments which precede the nucleus within a syllable. 
Vennemann (1988) restricts the term 'onset' to the first Segment within the head.
29 The Observation that *LjLj-violations are worst when they occur within a syllable ac- 
counts for the fact that the allomorph -ar never appears when the base ends in an r (cf. 
cullure+al —> cultural (*culturar))
30 Suffix-allomorphy is especially common when the output consists of a trochee with 
identical syllable onsets (e.g. bulb+al —> bulbar, valve+al —> valvar, etc).
31 Apparent counterexamples like nuclear are loanwords (cf. French nucleaire).
32 The fact that / was replaced not by rbut by n in the English dialect words sinable and 
nittle indicates a higher-ranked preference for syllable onsets with low sonority (cf. 
Vennemann 1988).
33 The constraint Sh e l l  is discussed in Vennemann (1988), who notes that Sh e l l  
-violations are worse if the syllable Shell includes additional speech sounds. The con-
straint Sh e l l  differs accordingly from the other syllable-based dissimilatory constraints in 
that it does not refer to identical syllable nodes.
34 For the suffix -ous Sh e l l -violations are sporadically avoided at the expense of other 
constraint violations. For example, the native coinage gaseous, which is based on gas, is 
pronounced either [gaesos], thereby violating i d e n t (C), or [gassios], thereby violating the 
constraint which prohibits epenthesis.
35 The productivity of these suffixes is typically subject to semantic restrictions as 
well. The suffix -eer, for example, attaches most productively to nouns denoting weapons.
36 This generalization might be incorrect as those -i/y-suffixations could also be derived 
without violating i d e n t (S) from the nouns humi'dity, rigidity, ßui'dity by truncation. This



is clearly a possibility since for each -i/y-suffixation the corresponding noun in -ity is at- 
tested earlier.
37 The fact that constraint satisfaction is achieved by truncation is remarkable since 
truncation implies a strenger violation of identity constraints than seems necessary. That 
is, the ONSjONSj-violation in *maximumize could also have been avoided by modifying 
just a single feature (cf. maximunize, maximubize, etc.). Interestingly, truncation in 
English always affects a word-final VC0 string (e.g. -um, -on, -in, -is, -ate).
38 The noun evacuee, which is related the verb evacuate, is not a counterexample to this 
Claim since it is borrowed from French evacue. In English word formation, truncation does 
not apply in comparable verbs (cf. evaluate+ee —> *evaluee, situate+ee —>*situee). Cf. 
also truncation in -e.se psuffixations as in Lebanon+ese —> Lebanese versus Pentagon+ese 
—> Pentagonese, Aragon+ese —> Aragonese.
39 Ese|-suffixation differs from -ee or -ize suffixation in that ONSjONSpviolations are 
generally preferred to gaps (cf. Hünän+ese —> Hünanese).
40 Recall that M-PARSE dominates *c l a s h  for the suffix -ee (cf. kissee, päyee, thröwee, 
etc.)
41 Marchand's Claim that in the last two hundred years the suffix has only attached to 
stems ending in -t or -d is not correct (cf. Marchand 1969). Counter-examples listed in the 
OED include the formations blithen, closen, coarsen, crispen, densen, grossen, largen, 
pinken, riehen, steepen. Perhaps it is significant, though, that none of these formations 
has gained currency.
42 The OED lists three counter-examples to the gap in (53c): dullen, palen, dimmen. 
However, each of these verbs is described as 'rare' and is documented with only one cita- 
tion.
43 The implicational relations considered here are also the subject of Prince and 
Smolensky's formal analysis of sonority preferences within syllables (cf. Prince and 
Smolensky 1993: 140f). Unfortunately those authors fail to distinguish syllable onsets 
and syllable codas when discussing those preferences, but just refer to syllable margins.
44 Vennemann's precise formulation is that a syllable head is the more preferred the 
greater the Consonantal Strength of its onset and that a syllable coda is the more preferred 
the less the Consonantal Strength of its offset, where the term 'onset' refers to the first 
speech sound in the syllable head and the term 'offset' refers to the last speech sound in the 
syllable coda (cf. Vennemann 1988: 13, 21). These preferences are manifested both in 
structure-preserving historical changes such as the spirantization of the glide [w] in 
German (cf. [w]all > |v|a//) and in allophonic processes such as the aspiration of voiceless 
stops in onset position in English compared to their unreleasedness in offset position (cf. 
Vennemann (1988: 13ff)).
45 Verbs like soften, hasten, fasten, etc. may suggest that the constraint IDENT needs to 
be modified to the effect that only the first post-vocalic consonant in the base must be 
preserved. However, new coinages like swif[i\en argue against such a modification. 
Alternations in cognates like soften-soft are best analysed as the result of the historical 
rule of r-loss between a fricative and a syllabic sonorant (cf. of[\]en > of[0]en, cas[t]le > 
cas[0]le), which is irrelevant for describing constraints on -en-suffixation.
46 The initial syllable in each noun in (59a) is bimoraic while the initial syllable in 
each noun in (59b) is monomoraic. This account presupposes that the velar glide in 
C[ow]a is syllabified in onset position and hence does not contribute to syllable weight. 
For the suffix -ese2, hiatus is avoided by avoiding suffixation altogether.



47 Burzio's description of English stress differs from other descriptions in that he rejects 
the notion of stress-neutrality, which also applies to consonant-initial suffixes. The 
relevant data are discussed in section 8.2.
48 Clearly, vowel 'insertion' in (64) could not be motivated on metrical grounds since 
the vowel appears regardless of the stress contour of the base. For illustration consider 
native -(i)cide derivations such as herbicide (cf. herb), parenticide (cf. pärent), insecticide 
(cf. insect), elefänticide (cf. elephant), pärasiticide (cf. pärasite).
49 Citing the example beautiful Halle and Mohanan (1985: 67) Claim that the rule of 
stern-final tensing does not apply before the suffix -ful, giving rise to the alternation 
beaut[\]-beaut[s]ful. However, according to both Jones and Gimson (1977) and Kenyon 
and Knott (1944) the alternation in question is not typical for the suffix -ful (cf. the pairs 
transcribed with identical vowels like fanc[i]-fanc[i]ful, merc[i]-merc[\]ful, plent\i]- 
plent[\]ful, dut[\]-dut[\]ful). The fact that beautiful is the only -/«/-suffixation which is 
transcribed with a stern-final schwa in both dictionaries is certainly due to the high 
frequency of the adjective beautiful compared to those other -ful derivations.
50 There is some evidence that the consonant-initial suffixes originally constituted 
separate pwords (cf. section 6). It is not always clear if the fusions in (66a) result from the 
loss of internal pword boundaries as is illustrated in (66b), or if they occurred after the 
decay of the pwords which historically dominated the suffixes and hence involve the pro- 
sodic integration of a clitic as is presumed in (66a).
51 As is shown by these examples the question of which palatal fricative or affricate is 
yielded by suffixation is subject to Variation. The suffix -ion, which is almost never used 
in native word formation, shows the same phonological effects (e.g. dbsolete+ion —> (öb- 
soletion)m).
52 Sequences consisting of an alveolar obstruent and a palatal glide necessarily involve 
pword boundaries (cf. brigh[i\[y]ellow, cour[t][y]ard).
53 The words heavenward and netherward are exceptions to this generalization.
54 There is an alternative explanation for w-loss in cases where the schwa historically 
corresponds to a round vowel. That is, w may have disappeared before the vowel reduced to 
schwa due to a constraint against clusters consisting of round glides and round vowels 
(e.g. [sw]ord > [s]ord, [tw]o > [t]o).
55 Since its historical base became obsolete (i.e. tawke) the adjective awkward is gener- 
ally perceived as a simplex. Unfortunately there are very few Simplexes which allow one 
to study the strictly phonological constraints on the syllabification of the relevant 
clusters in unstressed syllables.
56 The fact that the suffix ryl-ery never attaches to words ending in -r indicates that the 
constraint against identical syllable nodes in adjacent syllables dominates M-PARSE. The 
suffix also fails to attach to words ending in -y, which indicates a constraint against 
identical syllable nuclei in adjacent syllables (e.g. *carryry, *pityry, *envyry).
57 The preference for dactyls also accounts for the fact that words like äfßuency, cöm- 
petency, pertinency, cönsequency, etc. have become obsolete in English whereas words 
like decency, ürgency, etc. persist.
58 Wiese Claims that the complex words in (73) are based on participles. However, 
neither the suffix -ness nor the suffix -ly attach to participles as is shown by the unac- 
ceptability of words like *  boughtness, *talkedness, *bakedly, *eatenly, etc. The Claim 
that the suffixes -ness and -ly are based on adjectives in (73) is supported by the facts that 
the respective bases can appear in prenominal position (e.g. the distressed teacher vs.



*the bought car) and that they are gradable (very distressed, quite distressed vs. *very 
bought, *quite bought).
59 The alternations in (73) have come into existence because schwa loss in trochees was 
not phonologically conditioned but rather involved a series of analogical changes. Those 
changes were initiated by the (phonologically conditioned) schwa loss in dactyls (cf. 
Luick 1964: 508ff), which led to alternations in the form of the participle suffix (e.g. 
determin+[0]d versus confus+[s ]d). The Observation that schwa subsequently disappeared 
in that suffix (unless its loss would have resulted in a cluster of homorganic stops 
(guard[3]d *> guard[0]d), but not in phonologically similar endings (e.g. wick[a]d, 
nak[z]d, wretch[^]d, dogg[3]d), indicates the analogical conditioning of schwa loss in 
trochaic participles. This conditioning did not apply in adjectives, which were 
historically derived from participles, which led to the alternations in (i).

(i) a. diffus[0]dPART - diffus[o]dA (>diffus[0]dA) 
prepar[0]dPART - prepar[o]dA (> prepar[0]dA 
distress[0]dPARx - distress[a]dA (> distress[0]dA) 

b. suppos[0]d]pAR-p - suppos[o]d]A 
alleg[0]d]PART - alleg[o]d]A 
learn[0]d]PART- learn[o]d]A

The data in (ia) illustrate the subsequent loss of the schwa in the adjectives which is due to 
analogical leveling w.r.t. the schwaless participles or perhaps to innovative conversions 
based on such participles. (Adjectival forms like diffus[a]d, prepar[s]d, distress[s]d are 
marked as 'poetic' in the OED). Adjectives in which the schwa has remained are typically 
lexicalized as is illustrated in (ib). The alternations shown in (73) indicate that the 
leveling illustrated in (ia) did not simultaneously affect all derivations based on the 
adjectives.
60 Some Speakers still prefer the fossilized forms with schwa. The judgements are 
generally not very clear since none of these words are used in colloquial English.
61 The native Speakers I have consulted have expressed an intuition that the suffix in 
those expressions is -edness. Conceivably, such a fused suffix has developed by reana- 
lysis for those Speakers (cf. the German suffix -igkeit) and can be used to coin new words. 
The only attested case is the noun well-formedness (and, by analogy, ill-formedness), 
which like markedness is also linguistics jargon according to the OED. The suffix -edness 
is clearly not part of ordinary English. There is no evidence for a reanalysed fused suffix 
-edly.
62 ln a detailed study Bauer (1992) concludes that -/y-suffixation to adjectives ending in 
-ly is of limited productivity. He also argues that in these cases productivity is affected 
more strongly by the morphological than the phonological structure of the base.
63 This generalisation does not apply to the suffix -wise, which also Starts with a glide. 
The suffix -wise is not integrated into the pword of the stem as is shown by LOI violations 
in words like cloc[k.w]ise (cf. in[.kw]i>e ’inquire'). The suffix -wise was originally an 
independent word which like other so-called 'semi-suffixes' appears to still constitute a 
separate pword (cf. Marchand 1969: 358).
64 Of course, it is also conceivable that the constraint m -p a r s e  dominates *CLASH for the 
suffix -like, but not for -ize. That account misses a generalization, however, since all con- 
sonant-initial suffixes freely violate *c l a s h  whereas all vowel-initial suffixes except for



-ee avoid vioations of *c l a s h .
65 The function of pwords as domain for syllabification is expressed by the following 
two constraints, which align the edges of pwords with syllable boundaries (cf. also the 
discussion of the LOI violations discussed in section 2 (cf. (rump.)(0/e.s.y, not 
*(rum.p)w/ejj)):

(i) ALIGN PWORD
Align(Pword, L, o, L)
Align(Pword, R, O, R)

The constraint a l ig n  pw o r d  follows from the Prosodie Hierarchy and rules out candidates 
like (stfy.Oojüc. The question of whether and under what conditions the Prosodie 
Hierarchy is violable in principle is a matter of debate. For example, how strong is the 
evidence for feet which span pword boundaries or for resyllabification across pword 
boundaries and what are the consequences for prosodic representation? In English the 
Prosodie Hierarchy consistently holds in the lexicon. Assuming that ALIGN pw o r d  implies 
just that each segment within a pword must be associated with a syllable within that pword 
this constraint is also not violated by the ambisyllabicity resulting from the association 
of pword-final consonants with the syllable of a following vowel-initial Word (cf. note 
76).
66 A similar issue arises for Nespor and Vogel's (1986) analysis of Italian preftxes. The 
authors propose that all consonant-final prefixes are integrated into the pword of the 
stem. This analysis suggests that the constraint o n s e t  or the constraint n o c o d a , which 
prohibits Segments in the syllable coda, dominate a constraint which aligns the right edge 
of a prefix with the left edge of a pword. However, when attaching to consonant-initial 
stems the integration of consonant-final prefixes never serves to satisfy o n s e t  and in 
many cases also fails to satisfy NOCODA (e.g. com+piacere ’please', sub+dolo ’underhand') 
which raises the question of how integration of consonant-final prefixes can be formally 
described in such cases. In Vogel's (1994) analysis of the prosodic structure of Italian 
prefixes the distinction between consonants and vowels plays no role (cf. also Peperkamp 
1997).
76 The only German consonant-initial Suffixes which have undergone vowel reduction 
and thus do not constitute separate pwords are -eben and -sei. These exceptions are perhaps 
not accidental. The suffix -eben differs from other German suffixes in that its initial con- 
sonant is a palatal fricative, which is not allowed in word-initial Position. The constraint 
in question is violated only in names and recent loanwords in northern Standard NHG (e.g. 
China 'China', Chemnitz 'Chemnitz', Chemie 'chemistry'). Plausibly, as a result of the 
violation of this phonotactic constraint the suffix -chen cannot be parsed as a pword. The 
suffix -sei is a reduced variant of the suffix -sal (i.e. [za:l]), which does constitute a pword. 
Some conditions under which reduction took place are discussed in Wilmanns (1896: 272). 
The suffixes -chen and -sei are perhaps best represented as clitics (cf. the discussion of the 
English consonant-initial suffixes at the end of section 6).
68 As a result of this constraint there are variant pronunciations like mäy[ht]m or 
mdy[o]m, but not *may[ho]m. The constraint against the sequence [ho] also accounts for 
the stability of penultimate stress in words like inherent, coherent, abhörrent (cf. referent, 
Ignorant, pertinent) and the stability of final stress in words like cöhört (cf. cöncert, 
yögurt, comfort). Interestingly the sequence [ho] is allowed in pword-initial position in



English (cf. ([hajmogenous^ 'homogenous', ([hollucinate)^ 'hallucinate'. Failure of 
vowel reduction in the suffix -hood thus Supports the Claim that consonant-initial Suffixes 
are not pwords.
69 If followed by a non-coronal obstruent vowels reduce only if they are preceded by a 
stressed light syllable (e.g. [aürob]- [dyrafcb] 'Arab', [bisop] 'bishop'- [pärsn'ip] ’parsnip’). 
The suffix -ship is never preceded by a light syllable with the result that the vowel cannot 
reduce.
70 Conceivably, these two Suffixes differ from other English consonant-initial Suffixes 
in that they are still analysed as a separate pword. Both -like and -wise suffixation origi- 
nated historically as compounding whose respective rightmost member continue to exist 
as independent words. Also the meaning of those words can still be recognized in the 
Suffixes -like and -wise, respectively. These properties distinguish the Suffixes -like and 
-wise from other English consonant-initial Suffixes.
71 The Claim that the prosodic integration of clitics can depend on the question of 
whether they have an onset is also supported by the Dutch consonant-initial third person 
singulär pronoun hij [hei], which differs from the equivalent vowel-initial pronoun ie [i] 
in that it is not integrated into the pword of its (preceding) host (cf. Booij and Lieber 
1993).
72 The structures in (82) do not conform to the Strict Layer Hypothesis proposed in 
Nespor and Vogel (1986) since prosodic categories are not necessarily dominated by 
categories on the next higher level. Evidence against that Version of the Strict Layer 
Hypothesis is discussed in Ladd (1986, 1996), Vogel (1994), Selkirk (1995), Peperkamp 
(1997).
73 The fact that consonant-initial suffixation in English typically originated as com-
pounding indicates that the reduction exhibited by the Suffixes in (81), (82) is due to a suc- 
cessive decay of prosodic structures: the decay of the pword and subsequently the decay of 
the foot. It appears that the German cognates of the consonant-initial Suffixes in (81) 
continue to be dominated by pwords.
74 Of course a foot which is dominated by a pword can also be unstable. However in such 
cases instability is governed by independent conditions which determine the well- 
formedness of word-intemal stress contours (cf. the loss of stress due to the constraint 
*CLASH illustrated in (11b)).
75 This is because consonant-initial suffixes historically started out as the righthand 
member of Compounds, which exhibited a strong-weak stress pattem (cf. (ärmJd^chäir)^, 
(lämp)(0(pöst)0), etc.). The decay of the prosodic structure in the suffix thus started out with 
the loss of the pword category, with the subsequent loss of the foot category in English. 
The decay of prosodic structure always presupposes that the category in question is labeled 
weak. Cf. also note 81 for the German data.
76 It is unclear whether or not ambisyllabicity of pword-final consonants must be 
considered a violation of the Prosodic Hierarchy on the phonetic level (cf. note 65). At 
any rate the association of such consonants with the coda before a stressed vowel is 
clearly indicative of an intervening pword boundary. Also this type of Prosodic Hierarchy 
violation satisfies the condition that syllabification rules are only structure-building, but 
may not change structure (cf. Steriade 1982). None of these properties hold for phonetic 
resyllabification across pword boundaries as proposed in Nespor and Vogel (1986), Kang 
(1992), Hannahs (1995).
77 The effect in question occurs also across word boundaries in phrases like [hirael] ’hit



Ar.
78 I leave open the question of how to represent the highest node in compounds.
79 The possibility that the t is syllabified exclusively in onset position and also occu- 
pies the final position in the pword is ruled out by the Prosodie Hierarchy (cf. also notes 
65 and 76).
80 Stress neutrality in -ize suffixation is represented by ranking IDENT(S) higher than the 
constraint *Lapse, which prohibits sequences of stressless syllables.
81 Cf. -/ic/i-suffixations like tä[k.\]ich ’daily', in which the syllable boundary clearly 
precedes the suffix although the cluster kl is a wellformed syllable onset in German. The 
evidence from stress entirely correlates with the evidence from syllabi-fication and shows 
that consonant-initial Suffixes are not integrated into the pword of the stem. Stress often 
falls on the word-final syllable in German (e.g. radikal 'radical', Elefant 'elephant', 
Seminar ’seminar’), but this is never the case when the final syllable belongs to a 
consonant-initial suffix (i.e. entziffer+bär ’decipherable', Mütter+schäft 'motherhood', 
äufmerk+säm 'attentive', Müh+säl ’tribulation'). In German the stress-pattern of words 
with consonant-initial Suffixes corresponds thus to the stress pattem of compounds (i.e. 
strong weak), which further Supports the Claim that such Suffixes usually form separate 
pwords in German.
82 The relevant constraint is satisfied by ’-e/-insertion' (e.g. Däch+chen 'roof- Dächel- 
chen 'little roof).
83 According to the Prosodie Hierarchy, which requires that feet are properly contained 
within pwords, consonant-initial Suffixes which are not integrated into the pword of the 
stem cannot exhibit stress-related phonological effects. Specifically such Suffixes cannot 
be associated with output constraints on foot structure where the foot includes material 
from both the stem and the suffix. A putative counter-example to this generalization is 
cited by F6ry (1997), who Claims that -eben suffixation favors final trochees in the output 
forms. The evidence for this Claim are regulär truncations in -chen suffixation like 
Öfen+chen —» Öfchen 'little stove', Äffe+chen —» Äffchen 'little monkey'. However, the 
fact that only the string -gn, but not -gl or -gr, delete indicates that truncation is motivated 
not by metrical constraints but by rhyme dissimilation here. There are even cases of 
regulär -oZ-insertion to avoid clusters of velar fricatives in output forms (cf. the preceding 
note). Truncation of word-final schwa as in Affe+chen —» Äffchen 'little monkey' is not 
motivated by a preference for trochees either as it also applies in compounds like Auge+ 
Apfel —> Augäpfel 'eye apple', Birne+Baum —> Birnbaum pear tree', Erde+Beben —> Erd-
beben ’earth quake', etc.
84 The level in question corresponds roughly to the output of the lexicon in Lexical 
Phonology. Clearly the relevant representations must include word stress in English, but 
not necessarily syllable structure, which may account for the absence of identity effects in 
syllable structure (cf. the discussion in section 3).
85 The fact that intensive s never attaches to words with an initial fricative reflects an 
OCP constraint against fricative clusters. The absence of j-prefixations based on 
vowel-initial words is discussed in note 107.
86 To rule out the form *[zb]ash the constraint AGREE VOICE could be replaced by a con-
straint which requires that all obstruent clusters are voiceless. The domain of that con-
straint is the syllable as is shown by the occurrence of heterosyllabic voiced obstruent 
clusters (cf. le[zb]ian). As was noted by Kahn (1976) English words which include tauto- 
syllabic voiced clusters are always bimorphemic (e.g. le[gz] 'legs', bi[dz] 'bids'). The oc-



currence of such voiced clusters therefore indicate that identity constraints dominate the 
constraint which requires that all obstruent clusters are voiceless.
87 Are there counter-examples to the condition that identity constraints can only affect 
distinctive features? In her analysis of truncated forms like English [laer] 'Lar' from [lae.ri] 
'Larry', Benua (1995) argues that identity effects can also pertain to 'allophonic pro- 
perties' of words. Generally the vowels [ae] and [a] are in complementary distribution be- 
fore [r], The vowel [ae] appears before heterosyllabic [r] (e.g. [kae.ri] 'carry') and [a] ap- 
pears before tautosyllabic [r] (e.g. [kar] ’car'). The appearance of [ae] rather than [a] before 
tautosyllabic [r] in the truncated form is accordingly clearly an identity effect. However, 
the question not asked by Benua is whether or not this identity effect is possible only in 
in case the relevant vowels do contrast in other environments (e.g. [kaem] 'cam' vs. [kam] 
’calm'). If such a correlation existed the truncation data would be unproblematic because 
the identity constraints would pertain to phonemic representations. If not it should be in- 
vestigated whether or not phonetic identity effects are found only in truncation and if so 
why truncation differs from other word formation rules.
88 Additional examples are X[6yson]-X[feyt], X[3fok6yson]-X[3fäy], X[ozdyson]-X[äyz], 
X[£loti]-X[ol]. Significantly, the notion of subcategorization plays no role in word 
formation based on correlative patterns. Such formations should therefore not be cited as 
evidence in support of restrictions on input forms (cf. section 10).
89 As was shown in section 4.1. an adequate description of the systematic differences 
between the phonologically similar Suffixes -eer, -ese\, and -ee alone would call for the 
positing of three distinct levels which precede the 'neutral' level. Note further that the 
suffixes which exhibit the same stress-related effects as -eer differ in other phonological 
effects. To account for these differences additional levels would have to be posited. In fact, 
an adequate description of the systematic aspects of English morphophonology would 
require a separate level for each vowel-initial suffix in addition to a level for all con- 
sonant-initial suffixes.
90 Cf. LOI violations in words like r«m[p.l]«ji, which consist of a single foot according 
to Burzio.
91 Cf. Ross (1972) for a critical discussion of the abstractness in Chomsky and Halle's 
(1968) description of English stress.
92 Actually, reference to any of these abstractions does not allow for a description of the 
systematic differences in the stress patterns between -ee, -eer, and -ese affixation. Burzio 
Claims that such 'auto-stressed' suffixes are exceptional in that it is not possible to ac-
count for their stress behavior on the basis of their phonological form. By contrast, I 
have argued that the suffixes -eer and -ese are similar to other English suffixes in that they 
avoid violations of the constraint *c l a s h .
93 Perhaps, the low productivity of the suffixes -ful, -dom, or -some is partially due to 
the labial consonants (cf. note 24). The fact that -less is much more productive than -ful 
appears to be due also to semantics. For example, the existence of pilotless but not 
*pilotful aircraft, ticketless but not *ticketful travel is apparently due to semantic rather 
than phonological restrictions on -/«/-suffixation contrary to Burzio's analysis.
94 The same explanation applies to -hood suffixation, which is also rarely based on 
dactyls, although that suffix can constitute a separate foot on Burzio's account.
95 The Observation that semantic stability in the relation between cognates is deter- 
mined by phonological identity conditions constitutes the basis for the morphological 
analysis model developed in Raffelsiefen (1993, 1998). Semantic stability is taken to in-



dicate successful base recognition, because of the assumption that each word must be inter- 
preted in terms of its (recognized) base. The phonological determination of semantic 
stability suggests that base recognition proceeds in two stages. First, for a word A base 
candidates are generated on the basis of strictly phonological criteria and second these 
candidates are evaluated w.r.t. their semantic compatibility with the context in which A 
was encountered. If a base B is recognized for a word A, then A is interpreted in terms of B 
with the consequence that the words show strong semantic similarities. If base recog-
nition fails a word is interpreted only w.r.t. the context in which it has been encountered 
with the consequence that the semantic relationship to its etymological base is prone to 
destabilize.
96 For more discussion and additional examples, see Raffelsiefen (1998).
97 While the conditions for the recognition of tense relations are clearly looser than the 
conditions on the recognition of plural-singular pairs, onset identity is probably required. 
The evidence is that tense relations destabilized whenever the onsets became nonidentical 
(cf. the alternation in the pair [r]ought*—> [w]ork, which arose because metathesis ’fed' 
w-deletion before rin wrought). Unfortunately, the evidence is not conclusive since onset 
alternations are rare in English.
98 For a different account of noun to verb conversion in terms of affix classes see 
Kiparsky (1982). None of the generalizations discussed below are captured by Kiparsky's 
analysis.
99 Provided that the initial syllables in those words have reduced vowels it is precisely 
the respective last consonant which can be omitted without making the words unpro- 
nounceable in English (i.e. without violating phonological wellformedness conditions in 
pwords).
100 The claim that the phonological conditions for base recognition are relaxed if a word 
exhibits phonological properties which Signal to the hearer that the word is derived is 
also supported by the data in (i):

(i)a. growth —> grow 
flight —» fly 
height —» high 
truth —> true 
warmth —> warm

b.health *—> heal 
stealth *—> steal 
filth *—> foul 
dearth *—> dear 
birth *—> bear

c . breadth —> broad 
depth —> deep 
width —> wide 
length —> long 
strengh —> strong

The relatedness of the cognates in (ia), which show no alternations, is systematically 
recognized as is shown by the stability of the meaning relations. The cognates in (ib) and 
(ic) have developed vowel alternations, because the stem vowel is followed by two 
consonants in the suffixed words, but by a single consonant in the corresponding bases. 
Due to the vowel alternations base recognition fails in the pairs in (ib), which has led to 
semantic drift. The systematic recognition of the relatedness in the pairs in (ic), which 
also exhibit vowel alternations, is due to the violations of sonority sequencing exhibited 
by the final clusters. These violations alert the hearer to the morphological complexity of 
the nouns with the result that the phonological conditions for base recognition are relaxed 
to the effect that vowel identity is not required (cf. Raffelsiefen 1998). 
toi The generalisation that phonological effects in English word formation occur only 
within pwords is not entirely true for prefixation. Specifically, the final consonant in the 
prefix iN- assimilates to the stern-initial sonorant or stop across pword-boundaries. There



is clear evidence that iN- is not integrated into the pword of the stem as is shown in 
Raffelsiefen (1993: 97ff). There it is proposed to account for assimilation in terms of not 
the prosodic but rather the segmental representation of that prefix.
102 Booij (1998) rejects affix-specific constraint rankings because he considers such a 
grammar implausible from the point of view of language acquisition. However, assuming 
that constraints are innate and given that the number of both affixes and the constraints 
associated with each affix is rather small learnability might not pose a problem. As is 
shown in this paper the empirical evidence for affix-specific constraint rankings in Eng- 
lish is rather strong.
103 Inflectional affixes which exhibit phonologically conditioned gaps are rare but they 
do exist. In Swedish there is an agreement suffix -t which marks neuter adjectives. This 
suffix does not attach to adjectives which end in a long voiced alveolar stop as is illustra- 
ted in (id). The forms in question are avoided altogether according to Norstedts Stora 
Svenska Ordbok (1988).

(i) a. en söt flicka 'a sweet girl' ett sött barn ’a sweet child'
b. en trött flicka 'a tired girl' ett trött barn 'a tired child'
c. en glad flicka ’a happy girl' ett glatt barn 'a happy child'
d. en rädd flicka 'a fearful girl’ 0 ('a fearful child')

The insight that the gap in question requires reference to constraints rather than rules was 
first expressed in Eliasson (1981).
104 If dactyls were disallowed one would have to posit prosodic subcategorization frames 
to the effect that the disyllabic suffix -ery attaches to monosyllabic stems (cf. brib+ery, 
röbb+ery, etc) whereas the monosyllabic suffix -ry attaches to disyllabic stems (cf. rival+ 
ry, revel+ry, etc). Such an approach would obviously fail to express the relevant gene- 
ralization.
105 The features [+obstruent] and [+coronal] are matched by the corresponding feature 
values in the stern-final consonant. The feature [-»-palatal] is matched by the corresponding 
value in the affix-initial glide.
i°6 According to Booij (1998) the Dutch suffix -aar occurs after stems which end in schwa 
followed by /r,l,n/, which in fact are the most sonorous consonants according to Zwicky 
(1972). However, the segmental restriction to those sonorants presumably just follows 
from the restriction to stems which end in schwa syllables since with few exceptions no 
consonants other than /r,l,n/ follow schwa in word-final position. That is, in terms of 
output forms the stressed suffix -aar is associated with both *CLASH and IDENT(S), but not 
with a constraint on the sonority of syllable onsets.
107 A particularly problematic case for output constraints is the rule of negative i-pre- 
fixation in Italian. In general the prefix attaches as long as the resulting cluster does not 
violate Italian phonotactics (cf. Muljacic 1969) and seems thus a prime example for output 
constraints (cf. (ia) versus (ib)). However, the prefix also fails to attach to vowel-initial 
stems as is illustrated in (ic). The examples in (i) are adopted from Scalise (1984: 48):

(i)a. fortunato - sfortunato b.sano - *ssano c.umano - *sumano
'lucky' 'unlucky' ’healthy' 'human'
leale - sleale sensibile - *ssensibile onesto - *sonesto
'loyal' 'disloyal' 'sensitive' 'honest'



gradevole - sgradevole sicuro - *ssicuro educato - *seducato
’pleasant' ’unpleasant' 'secure' 'well-mannere'

The gap in (ic) is hardly arbitrary since the same restriction applies to intensive s-prefix- 
ations in English. What is wrong with attaching a single consonant to a vowel- initial 
stem? Intuitively, the problem is that such a consonant would be somehow 'pre-empted' by 
its phonological function, i.e. to serve as a syllable onset, and therefore could no longer 
function as a morphological marker. On this view the explanation of the gap is 
output-oriented but it is unclear how the constraint in question should be formulated.
108 Assuming that the constraints in (109) are innate the relevant phonological effects 
are expected to occur cross-linguistically. For example the constraint *LjLj is manifested 
in phonological effects in many languages which are not genetically related to English. 
The Khalkha-Mongolian suffix -u:r denotes tools (e.g. xana 'to bleed'-xzmu.r 'lancet', ölgö 
'to hang up'-ölgü:r 'knot'. When the base contains an r the suffix is -u:l instead (e.g. bari 
'to grasp’-bar'u.l 'handle') (cf. Poppe 1951: 33). The Georgian suffix -ur derives adjectives 
from nouns (e.g. xalxi 'people'-xa/xurt 'populär', jagli ’dog'-jagluri ’canine'). When the 
base contains an r, the suffix is -ul instead (e.g. gmiri 'hero'-gmiruli' ’heroic') (cf. Aronson 
1982: 95). The Lezgian suffix -ra marks the oblique stem (e.g. lam ’donkey'-lamra, luk' 
'slave'-luk'ra). The r is not preserved in a stern-final cluster rC (e.g. werc ’ben'-wecra) (cf. 
Haspelmath 1993: 63, 77).
109 This restriction is inspired by Vennemann's preference laws for syllable structure 
which are largely motivated by historical sound change (cf. Vennemann 1988).
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